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EXTREME PONTS FOR VELOCITY CELL 40 
DAY 238 RLM9 4 TWE 06110 At413 296 

















EXTREME POINTS FOR VELOCITY CELL 061 
DAY 232 PUN 04 TAPE 06110 AND 89226 
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-D. yro eom'rt ool 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 23S 
 RUN * 4 TAPE ± OF 2- 6110


S SCAN 3 1 FRME t 1916 AIGLE 3.9 0 TO FRME t 252S AIGLE 45.224 CPITICAL MP AT CELL Q 
OPTION # 11-1 
PMXIN I . 
AVERAGE I * 3.2 ISS.4 
RIAGLE 









4 11.2 5 232.7 
56 12.2s2.e13.3 67 271.3 
7 14.4 8 290.6 









11 19.1 12 367.9 









15 23.7 16 445.Z 


















IMAX, R, A DISPLAY Iii 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 238 RUN X 4 TAPE : OF 2- 6110 
S SCA * 1 FRA t 1916 A4GLE 8.250 TO FRAME * 2525 AIGLE 45.224 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6 







































































ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
00 
mo 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
 DAY 238 RUN t 4 TAPE I OF 2- E1le


s SCAN S I FRAME 8 1916 ANGLE 8.950 TO FRAME S 2525 ANGLE 45.224 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 


























































































I, R, A DISPLAY AT VELOCITY CELL 62 CD 
'54. 
HASA PROJECT DIST DEI.,IL DY 238 RUN X 4 TOPE i CF 2­ 6-110 







HhLE • 19.19 
I.Wq'.IJMUM 4MP JALUE 24 
RADIUSJ 

VELOCITY. .AW(3 - 10) 
co 
* 4 TRPE I O 2- 6110DAY 233 RUNNASA PROJECT DUST 'EUIL 
ANGLE 4.224 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6,TO FRAME S 2S25#At 1 FRAME t 1916 ANGLE S.950 TO 211?FRAME t 2099 
ANGLE - 19.19 
MA;tIPIUM' AMP UNLUE - 24 





DAY 2 8 RL -4 4
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL 
 ANGLE 45.224 CRITICAL AiP AT CELL 62 8.350 TO FPAfE * 25PS SCAN I I FRAME S 1916 ANGLE 
OPTION 1 21-1 
MAXINJN V * 9.0 R X R~f U 90 s. 155.4 




ANGLE 45.1 3 194.0 
L g.5 
a3 1 .4 
4 213.3 
5.8S 232.76 Z2 .0 
4 11.2 7 271.3 
4 12.2 8 290.6 
6 13.3 9 309.9 
7 14.4 10 329.3 
8 14.6 11 348.6 
9 16.8 13 367.9 
10 18.0 is 16".2 
11 29.2 14 406.6 
12 21.2 15 42S.9 
13 21.3 16 445.2 






















V, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT Isx'
 0 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 238 RUN * 4 TAPE I OF 2- -3110


8.950 TC' FRMIE t 2S25 AIlE 45.224 CRITICAL AM AT CELL 68 a SCAN B I FRAIE t 1916 iLE 
OPTION # 21-2 
IAXXJN V­ 11.0 
WERAGE V - 3.6 15s.4 
R 
1 1564 
NGLE 42 174.7 
1 9.5 45.1 3 194.0 
a 9.a 4 213.3 
3 10.4 5 232.7 
4 11.2 6 252.0 
s 12.2 7 271.3 
6 13.3 8 290.6 
? 14.4 9 309.9 
8 15.6 10 329.3 
9 16.8 11 348.6 
19 18.0 12 36".9 
11 19.1 13 337.2 
12 20.2 14 406.6 
13 21.3 15 42F.9 
14 22.5 16 445.2 





















U, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT ImAxO hJ 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 233 RUN t 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
SCAN # 1 FRAME 1916 ANGLE 8.9e TO FRAME S 2525 ANGLE 45.224 CRITICAL MP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 3 82-1 
NA)XImm 9. 





1 9.5 45.1 3 194.0 
2 9.8 4 213.3 
3 10.4 S 232.7 
4 11.2 6 25.9 
5 12.2 7 271.3 
6 13.3 a 899.6 
7 14.4 9 309.9 
8 15.6 10 329.3 
9 16.8 11 348.6 
to 18.0 12 367.9 
11 19.1 13 337.2 
la 20.2 14 4e6.6 
13 21.3 15 425.9 
14 U. R 16 445.2 
15 23.7 17 463.9 
16 24.9 
1718 26.127.3 


















9.S 4W. 9 




S AN 1 
PROJECT DUST DEVIL 







TAPE I OF 2- 6110 











































1* 18.0 12 367.9 





14 406.615 4aS. 9 1 9 4 4 5.2 
14 8 .5 



























DAY 233 RUN 4 4 TAtPE 1 OF 2- 6110
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 

S 2525 ANGLE 45.224 CRITICAL oMP AT CELL 62SCAN # 1 FRAME t 1916 ANGLE 8.950 TO FRAME 
OPTION S 31-1 
SS.4 O 





















































































V Irl.x, R, A DISPLAY 
9 
DAY 238 RUN t 4 TPPE 1 OF 2- 6110NASA PROJECT DUST DEL.IL 

St 2.S 4NLE 4S.224 CRITICAL ,AP AT CELL 6sSCAN # I FRAME 8 1916 ANGLE 8.950 TO FRAME 































































V I Ix, R, A DISPLAY 
U' 
4 TAPE. OF 2- 6110
DAY 238 RUN #
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL ANGLE 8.912 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
 62
 ANGLE 45.224 TO FRAME S 3156 SCAMS# FRAME $ 252S 
OPTION t 11-1 
MAXIMU I 41-0 




1 4S.6 45.0 
45.6 34 132.320'2.0 































































35 9.4 9.4 4n.1t 
Inn, R, A DISPLAY %' 
£ 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
SCAN 8 2 FRAM * 2525 ANGLE 45.224 
DAY 233 





TRPE 1 OF E- 6110 
8.912 CRITICAL 4lP AT CELL 62 





















3 44.7 S 221.6 
444.1 "6 241.3 







8 44.3 10 319.9 
9 39.0 11 339.S 





































I x, R, A DISPLAY 
'4 
TAPE I OF 2- 6110
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAN' 238 RUN * 4 

S SCANn a 2 FRAME S 2525 iNGLE 45.224 TO FRAME * 3156 A1GLE 8.912 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 68 
OPTION 8 12-1 
5AXINIJ I 16.6 
WERA E I 0.3 143.0 
- . R 
1 143.0 









































14 33.3 16 437.3 





















I, R, A DISPLAY AT VELOCITY CELL 62 
CO 
478. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 





4 T'PE I OF 2- 6110 
ANGLE s.gt CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAMIE *. 2955 TO 2973 
6s 
ANGLE 20.48 






TAPE i OF 2- 6110
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL Dt\' 233 RfL *N 4 

Se" t 2 FRAME t 2525 ANGLE 45.224 TO FRAME # 31S6 ANGLE 8.912 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 









ANGLE - 20.4S 

MA>:IMUM AMP VALUE * 61 








NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
SCA 2 FRAE 8 256 ANGLE 45.224 
DAY 233 





TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
S.912 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL W 










































































9.4 4/7. 1 
U, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT !m*x)0 H­
62 
t 4 -APE I OF 2- .311 NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAiY 233 PUn 
3156 AtIGLE 8.912 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
 AtNLE 45.224 TO FRPIE * 
 FRAE 2 2525
SCAN 2 a 8992
FRAME * 2973 TO 
A14GLE - 19.32 








I)ELOCITY..AMP(3 - 108) 
TAPE I OF 2- 6110
DAY 238 RUN * 4
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL 
 
S 31S6 A.GLE 8.912 CRITICAL AM AT CELL 62 I B FRAM S 2S5 ANGLE 4S.224 TO FAMESCAN 
-FRAME t 2973 TO a 
ANGLE * 19.38 





NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DRY 233 RUN * 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
9 SOA t 2 FRAME 2£525 AN3LE 4S.224 TO FRAME 2 3156 ANGLE 8.912 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 

















































































9.4 477. 1 
V, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT Irmx) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 238 RUN t 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
I SCAN * a FRAME S 2525 ANGLE 45.224 TO FPRAE 1 3156 ANGLE S.312 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 1 22-1 
MAXIM V - 9.0 
AUERAGE U - 1.3 143.0 
R 
1 143.0ANGLE 
 a 162..1 45.0 4S.0 3 182.32 45.0 4 M..03 44.7 S 2a1.6
4 44.1 
 6 241.39 43*4 
7 860.9& 48.4 
a 280.61 41.4 9 30.28 40.3 
10 319.99 39.0 11 339.51o 37.9 

12 359.2 
13 37S.911 36.8 12 35.6 14 398.513 34.5 
R is 42";a14 33.3 

























Vmx, R, A DISPLAY UThE TESOLBAT -A s 
Ln 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 2301 RUN t 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
* gem a 2 FRAME ES25 ANGLE 45.24 TO FRAME * 3156 ANGLE 8.912 CRITICAL AM AT CELL 62 
OPTION 8 22-2 
IAXUI9 V - 12.0 
SERAGE V - a.4 143.0 
A1SLE 
1 45.0 































































VUax, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITWE THRES4OLD AT I 10 
L) 
0O' 
DAY 238 RUN t 4 TOPE t OF 2- 6110HASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
 S.9±2 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 SC f a FRME t 25LS ANGLE 45.224 TO FPRAE 1 3156 aNGLE 







































































I *x, R, A DISPLAY C) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 238 RUN 3 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
* SCAN 8 a FRAME 8 2525 ANGLE 45.224 TO FRAME 356 mIGLE s.91a CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 









3 44.7 s 8a.6 
4 44.1 
S43.4 6 7 
241.3 
.9 
67 42.441.4 a9 280.63N. 2 
















14 33.3 R 16 437.8 


























V * Imx, R, A DISPLAY 
00w 
DAY 238 RUN * 4 TAPE ± OF 2- 6110
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 

ANWGLE 4S.254 CPRITICAL AIP AT CELL 62SCAI 8 3 FRAME £ 3156 ANGLE S.912 TO FRANE S 3763 
OPTlOH 0 11-1 
AXIMM I * 39.0 








































































ImX, R, A DISPLAY C 
NASA 	 PROJECT DUST- DEVIL 
 
* 	 SCAN 8 3 FRANE 2 3156 ANGLE 
OPTION * 11-2 




































































T.PE 	I OF 2- 6110
DAY 233 RUN 4 4 





















14 407.0IS 426.2 
16 445 4 






Imrx, R, A DISPLAY 
 0 
DAY 238 RUN t 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
 
sNGLE 45.254 CRITICAL AW AT CELL 62* SCN * 3 FRARE 8 3156 ANGLE 8.912 TO FRANE * 3763 
OPTION * 12-I 









2 2.8 4 214.? 
3 14.4 5 233.9 
4 11.2 6 2S3.1 
s l8.2 7 272.4 
6 13.3 a 291.6 
7 14.5 9 310.8 
8 15.6 to 330.1 
9 16.8 11 349.3 
it 18.e 1 368.s 


































1, R, A DISPLAY AT VELOCITY CELL 62 
La­
483. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 232 RUN # 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
SCAN # 3 FRAME 315 ANIGLE 8.912 TO FRMIE t 3763 ANGLE 4S.254 CRI ICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME 3392 TO 3411 
ANGLE * 22.57 






NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
SCAN 1 3 FRAM * 3156 ANGLE 8.912 
DAY 233 
70 FRAME t 
RUN * 
3763 
4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
ANGLE 4S.2S4 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAE t 3392 TO 3411 
62 
ANGLE - 22.57 





HASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY. 233 RUN 4 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
S SCA 3 FRAME S 31S6 ANGLE 8.912 TO FRPAME 3763 MNQLE 4S.254 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 21,-1 
nnximm V 9 .0 






















































































V, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT Isx" ' 
A., 
471. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
SCAN 8 3 FRAME $ 31S6 ANGLE 8.91a 
DAY 233 RUN S 
To FRAME 8 3763 
4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
ANGLE 45.854 CRITICAL dW AT CELL 
FRAME * 3356 TO 3374 
62 
P44GLE 20.27 







DAY 233 RUN * 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110
'NASA PROJECT DUST DE'JIL 

SCAN 8 3 FAE* 3166 ANGLE 8.918 TO FRAME S 3763 ANGLE 45.a54 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL. 62 FRAME $ 3356 TO 3374 

ANGLE • 20.27 







NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 228 RUN $ 4 THPE I OF 2- 6110


9 SCAM 3 FRAME 3156 ANGLE 8.S12 TO PPME 3 3763 AMNLE 45.254 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 68 
IAXIM.M V - 12.0 
ERACE U - 3.5 1S7.0 
I 1S7.0 
ANGLE a 176.a 
1 9.5 45.1 3 195.4 
2 9.8 4 814.7 
3 ±e.4 5 a33.9 
4 11.2 6 2S3.1 
S 12.2 7 Va .4 
6 13.3 8 291.6 
7 14.5 9 31a.8 
8 16.6 le 3,0.1 
9 16.8 11 349.3 
10 Isle 12 368.5 
11 19.1 13 387.7 
12 20.2 14 407.0 
13 21.4 15 426.2 
14 p 12.5%6 445.4 




















9. r 4W.1, 
V, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT Iuwx)


TAPE 1 OF E- 6110
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY as8 RUN 1 4 

SCAN * 3 FRANC * 3156 ANGLE 8.912 TO FPM E $ 3763 IGLE 4S.254 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
0"10"H 8 2-1 
MX IMM V - 4.0 
AVEPAGE V - 1.1 17.0fR 
1 157.0 
ANGLE 2 176.2 
± 9.S 4S.1 3 195.4 
2 9.8 4 214.7 
3 10.4 5 233.9 
4 11.2 6 253.1 
5 12.2 7 27a.4 
6 13.3 a 291.6 
7 14.5 9 310.S 
8 15.6 10 330.1 
9 ±6.5 11 349.3 
to 18.e 12 363.6 
11 19.1 13 387.? 
































Vnmx, R, A DISPLAY WITuU 'hULAs? I • S 
t-( 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 23S RUN t 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
8 WAN S 3 FRAME S 3156 ANGLE 8.912 TO FRAME 8 3763 ANGLE 45.2S4 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIO" 8 2a-2 
01AXIMJ U * 12-0









1 9.s 45.1 . 3 195.4 
2 9.8 4 214.7 
3 10.4 S 233.9 
4 11.2 6 253.1 
5 12.2 7 272.4 
6 13;3 a 291.6 
7 14.5 9 310.8 
8 15.6 10 330.1


9 16.8 11 349.3 
10 18.0 12 362.5 
11 19.1 13 387.7 
12 2 .2 14 407.0 
13 21.4 IS 426.2 
14 22.6 R 16 445.4 












ZI 36.9 ANGLE 
22 31.9 00 
23 33.1 















Umx, R, A DISPLAY nwg nWmnu OT I 10 
WI 
NASA PROJECT DUST IDEUIL D Y 23:3 PLIN 4 r 1 Z-- C110iPEOF 
SCAN 2 3 FRAME 2 31S6 ANGLE 0.912 TO 
 FRAME 2 2,63 ANGLE 45.2.4 CRITICAL ,NP AT CELL S2 












































































































































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEL'IL Df2',' 2 RUN t 4 Tt.E ! *:r 2- .3110 
S SCAN 3 3 FRAME * 3156 ANGLE 3.912 7 FPAME S 3763 ANGLE 45.254 CQITIC L .4nP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 31-2 
157.0 
R 

































LI12 19.120.2 1? 14 
3E77 
4 k7. 0 
13 21.4 1 4a6.2 
14 22.5 16 44S.4 




























NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHY a32 RUH; * 4 TiPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
SCAM $ 4 FRAME t 3763 ANGLE 4E.254 TO FRAME t 4395 HfIGLE 8.JSO CRITICAL AMP AT CELL ea 
OPTION * 11-1-
MAXIUR I 41.0 
AVERAGE I 2.3 143.2 
R 
ANGLE 1 143.2 













5 43.4 6 241.8 
6 42.4 7 261.5 
7 41.4 8 281.2 
8 40.3 1 320.7 
9 39.1 11 340.4 
10 37.9 IE 340.4 
11 36.7 1, 360.1 







I s a 16 439. 














28 17.0 d 
29 1.8 
30 14.6 






ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEIJIL DAY 230 PUNl * 4 T"PE I l F --­ 110 
I SCAN # 4 FRAME * 3763 ANGLE 45.254 TO FPAME t 4395 A4GLE S9.*5&0 CPITICAL p AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 11-B 
MAXINUM I 65.0 

































































NASA PROJECT DUST DE 'IL D Y 23 RUH # 4 THflE I 1'F E- E11 
£ SCAN $ 4 FRAME 8 3763 ANGLE 45.254 T1) FR ME * 4395 rlGLE 8.9S0 CPITI£sL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
1AXIMUMl I * 14.0 
WERAGE I 0.2 143.2 
R 
ANGLE I 143.2 
1 45.0 45.0 2 162.9 
2 44.9 3 182.6 
3 44.7 4 2OZ.3 
4 44.2 s a22a. 
5 43.4 6 241.8 
6 42.4 7 261.5 
7 41.4 8 21.2 
8 40.3 7 3O. ; 
9 39.1 1 Q 320.7 
10 37.9 11 34e.4 
11 36.7 12 ?60.1 
12 35.6 12 379.Z 
13 34.5 14 399.F 
14 33.3 
IS 32.2 P15 16 41..439.0 

























NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL 
 DH' 23 RLH *r 4 THEE I (:F 
SCANd 8 4 FRAME * 3763 ANGLE 4S.254 TC' FR4IE $ 439E HNGLE 3.9S0 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 6 
FRHME 1 4140 TO 41S 
-HOGLE - 23.93 
165. II 1"A, AMP 7I 1V VALUE 
RADIUS 

VELOCIT'Y..AMP(3 - 12ea 
(.~ 
NASA 
SCAM $ 4 
PPOJECT DUST DEVIL 
FRAME t 3763 ANGLE 45.254 
D %, e 
TO 
HUH Z 
FRAME 8 4395 
4 T-PE i .r 2­ 6110 
AMGLE S.9O CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FPHME * 4140 TO 4158 
62 
HMGLE 23.93 











NASA PROJECT DUST 1'EIIL DV 3' IUtI * 4 TPPE I -DF Z3- 1110 
I SCAN t 4 FRAME t 3763 ANGLE 45.294 TO FRHME t 4395 ANfGLE E.990 CRITICAL NMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 2 21-1 
MAXIMUM V - .e 
AVERAGE U 1.6 143.2 
R 









































36.7 12 13 
360.1 
379.3 
1213 34.634.5 14I 399.S1. 
14 33.3 R 15 419.2 
15 32.2 16 439.0 





















U, R, M DISPLAY (UELOlTY AT ImAx) 
483. 

NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL 







4 THPE 1 'F -
ANIGLE S.950 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FOAME t 4176 TO 4194 
62 
ANGLE 21.61 










NASA PROJECT DUST DELIIL 
SCAN1 3 4 FRAME * 3763 ANGLE 45.254 
D Fi'r'23-'2 
TCt FRAIE t 
RUNIt 
439S 
-t TAPE ,. 2­ :311( 
AIIGLE 8.950 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FR.ME t 4176 TO 4194 
62 
ArIGLE .1.61 





NASA PROJECT DUST DL;j1 L DAY 2SF RUlN t 4 THPE 1 - - 3 110 
* SCAN # 4 FRAME * 3763 ANGLE 45.254 TO FRAME I 4395 ANGLE B.950 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 













































































NASA PROJECT DUST tElIL DHY 232 PU! t 4 TAPE 1 r- c-- 6110 
S SCAN * 4 FRAME $ 3763 AtGLE 45.254 TO FRAIME t 439S HIGLE S.950 URITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 22-1 
MAXIMIJ V) 6.0 














































14 33.3 R 16 439.0 
15 32.2 16 439.0 





21 25.2 ANGLE 
22 23.9 













Umx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I * S 
uJ 
H. 
NASA PROJECT DUST [,EUIL DAY 233 PUH # 4 T PF 1 OF 2­ 6110 
SCAN * 4 FRAME 5 3763 ANGLE 4S.254 TO FRAME S 439F Alt4GLE 8.950 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 8 22-2 
MAXIMUM V - ia.0 
AVERAGE U - 2.4 143.2 
R 
1 143.2ANGLE 
-2 162.9i 45.0 45.0 
3 182.6
2 44.9 
3 44.? 4 202.3 








7 41.4 8 40, /9 	 300.9 
2 	 40.3 9 1be22. 
10 324.79 39.1 11 340.410 37.9 
12 360.111 36.7 






p 15 419.214 33.315 32.2 16 439.0 







21 25.2 ANGLE 
22 23.9 























NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DH" 2-3a PUN * 4 TfIPE ,P' =- cl10SCAN S 4 FRAME * 3763 ANGLE 45.254 TO FRAME $ 4395 HtIGLE 8.9SO CPITICLL AMP AT.CELL 62 






























11 36.7 11 340.4 
12 3S.6 12 36 .1 
13 34.5 13 379.S 
14 33.3 14 39k.5 
15 32.2 IS 419.2 
17 439.0 




















U IMAX, R, DISP LAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DL'L DAY 23 FIUL T 4 TiPE 1 iF 2- -I:10 
* SCAl 8 4 FRAME * 3763 ANGLE 45.254 TO FRAME I 4395 sNGLE £.950 GPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 





- 2 168.92 44.0 
 3 182.6
3 44.7 
 4 a02.3 
4 44.2 6 841.1 
S 43.4 6 241.5 
6 42.4 s a6s.5 
7 41.4 9 291.2 
8 40.3 9 300.9 
9 39.1 10 320.7 
10 37.9 It 340.4 
11 36.7 2 36 .1 
12 35.6 13 379. 






























U * IMAx, R, A DISPLAY 
J 
Cs) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
SCAN s S FRAME 8 4395 ANGLE 8.950 
DHY 23.3 
TO FprHME * 
PUll 
5009 
* 4 TAiPE i OF 2- 6110 
ANGLE 4S.24 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-1 
ITAXIMIJN 39.0 













































































ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
u­
NASA PROJECT DUST LE)IL DW"'' 23: -IUti t 4 TP-E- I OF E- 6110 
£ SCAN # 5 FRAME t 4395 ANGLE 8.950 TO FRAME t 5005 ANGLE 45.274 CRITICAL WIP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-2 
MA(INUE1 I 59.0 






























































2?8 37.78 9 











ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
Lo 
c. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DLuL DAY 2,S RUIN t 4 THPE I 0F -- 611 
I SCA f S FRAME $ 4395 ANGLE 2.950 TO FRAME t FOOS At,GLE 4S.74 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
MAXIMUM I 49.0 





















































































3334 44.545.1 . 
9.S 483,7 





NASA PROJECT DUST DEIIIL D'/ 23 3 p12.1 * 4 THPE i $'7 a'­ i11o 
SCAI 8 5 FRAME 2 4395 ANGLE 8.YS TO F.FAME S 500S ihGLE 45.a74 CPITICNL sMP AT CELL 6a 
rPAHE * 4686 TO 4704 
PrlGLE - 26.07 







NASA PROJECT DUST DE')I L D&? .33 RUH 1 I T-iPE 1"c' E- Gi11 
SCAN t S FRAME t 4395 ANGLE 8.950 TO FRNNE $ 5005 AtILE 45.274 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FPAME t 4686 TO 47e4 
r GLE - 26.07 
IMiXIMUM kMP ".ALUE • 49 
Isa. 
RADIUS 




NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DHY 3E. PULl # 4 THPE 1 .F 2- 6110 
.2 SCAN S 5 FRAME * 4395 ANGLE 2.9g TO FVAME $ 5005 HtlGLE 45,274 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION s 21-1 
IAXIMUM V - .0 











3 l.4 S 231.2 
4 11.2 6 250.6 
5 12.3 270.1 
6 13.3 B 279.5 
7 14.4 9 308.9 
8 15.6 to 302.9 
9 16.8 11 34. 
1011 18.0 19.2 12 13 367.2 3K6.6 
12 20.3 t4 406.0 
13 21.4 IS 42S.4 
14 22.6 16 444.9 























U, R, A DISPLAY iUELOCTrV AT !nAX 
* 
NASA PROJECT DUST 









t ,4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 3110 
ANGLE 45.,74 CRITICAL HIP AT CELL 62 























4 11.2 S 231.2 









8 15.6 30t.9 
9 16.8 1L0 32;.3 
10 18.0 11 347.7 
11 19.2 12 367.2 
12 20.3 13 336.6 
13 21.4 14 406.0 
14 22.6 p 15 425.4 
15 23.8 16 444.3 
























9.5 493.7 . 
U, R. A DISPLAY ItELOCITY HT Imx 
(4. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL DAY 23S RUN t 4 TRPE I OF 2- 6112 
$ SCAN t 5 FRAME * 4395 ANGLE 8.950 TO FRAME 2 5005 TIIGLE 45.274 CRITICAL AMP nT CELL 62 
OPTION t 22-1 
MAXIMUr V - 8.0 











































12 367.213 336.6 
14 46.6 
















Umix, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I - 5 
LJ 
NASA PROJECT DUST DECIL DA'Y 2- PLUl A-- THDE o 3110 
S SCAN * S FRAME S 4395 ANGLE 8.950 T0 FFHME S 5005 HNrGLE 45.274 CPITICL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 3 22-2 
MAXIK-M V - 14.0 
AL'ERAGE V - 2.*615. 






















7 14.4 289.S 









11 19.2 12 367.2 









15 23.8 16 444.9 























SCMN I 5 FRAME * 
OPTION 8 31-1 
ANGLE 

1 g.5 49.1217. 

















DUST DEYIL ['Y 23:1 RUI. #t 4 TN-,PE 1 2F- .3110 





























21 30.8 ANGLE 
22 3a.0 















) Itx, R, i DISPLAY 
wb 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHlY 2"3' RUN t 4 THPE I OF 2- 'I11 
S CANI S 5 FRAME t 4395 ANGLE 8.5 Ti) 'RAFIE * 5005 TI4GLE 45.274 (PITICL AMP AT CELL 62 



































11 19.2 1a 367.2 
12 20.3 13 36.0 




































U * ImAX, R, H DISPLAY 
Ln 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DRY 2 3 pUtl I 4 TkPE I CF 2- 611@ 
v SCAN * 6 FRAME t 5005 ANGLE 45.274 TO FRAME I S632 HrIGLE 9.Q0S CRITICAL RMP AT CELL. 62 
OPTION t 11-1 
MAXIMUM I -3.0 
AUERAGE I - 2.5 144.9 
ANGLE 






























21 2S.1 ANGLE 
22 24.0 



































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL - kY E3c FUil 1 4 TRPE I 2- C1,O 
* SCAN * 6 FRAME It 50 A14GLE 45.274 TO FRAME S 563E ANGLE 9.0 CRITIC.L A4P AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-2 
IAXIMUM I 61.0 





































































































IfAX, R, A DISPLAY 
Lo 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEWIL DiAY 233 RUI t 4 TAPE I QF .L-G110 
a SCAI * 6 FRAME t 5005 ANGLE 45.274 Tf, FRAME 2 5632 ANGLE 9.050 CPITICkL RMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION4 * 12-1 
MAXIMUM I 47.0 
AUERAGE I 0.7 144.9 
AIIGLE 







































































































NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL DY 238 P.U!I 4 THE 'HPE2-1.1aF 
SCAN # 6 FRAME * 500S ANGLE 45;274 TO FP"NE $ 5632 ANGLE 9.050 OPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FPAME s 5324 TO £342 
I'I(.LE - 2-,$8 
143. M ,."I.'112I "11P "ALUE 5 1 
RADIUS 
IfELOCITY.-AMP(3 -i021 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DrAY 2 33 RUN 4 4 T nPE 1 ,CF 2- 6110 

SCAN S 6 FRAME S O5S RNGLE 45.274 TO FRAME * 5632. ANGLE 9.05) CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 







MiIGLE - 27.S8 

lW,'IPUM AMP ALUE , 51 






NASA PROJECT DUST DLCUIL ['),Y 2221 RUHl 4 4 7-iPE i 'F 2- I 
t SCAN t 6 FRAME * 5005 ANGLE 45.274 TO FPAIME 5 5632 MI,LE 9.OSO CRITICAL AMP ,ATCELL 62 
OPTION * 21-1 
MAXIMUM V • 7.0 













































































































NASA PROJECT DUST 












AT CELL 62 
FPAIIS t 5361 TO 5379 
143. 
miNCLE - 25.10 
1H*',:'P'Jf1A M'PtHLUE 50S 
RADIUS 

UELOCITY..AMP(3 - 102) .I 
U)
I, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUlL DH, 3:.i PJ ; 4 r.p- I :r 2- G-,F 
t43. 
SCAN 2 6 FRAME 8 500S ANGLE 45.274 TO FPArlE t S635 'IGLE 9.050 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL G2 
FRAME It 5361 TO 5379 
An1,.GLE a5.10 








NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL DH'Y RUN t 4 THrRE 'F 2­
S SCAN * 6 FRAME 2 5005 ANGLE 49.274 TO FRAME S 56?2, HN1LE 3.050 -,ITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
















3 44.6 4 203.2 
4 44.2 5 242.6 
5 43.4 6 242.0 
6 42.4 s 26L.5 



















1 4 16.FS 4 .,
16 436.E 

























1, R, &; DISPLAY (UELCCITY' AT ImAx', 
(JL 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL Dly' 23S PUll 4 4 THPE i OF 2- 6110


a SCMI 3 6 FRAME t 5005 ANGLE 45.274 TO FPHME t 5632 ANC.LE 9.050 CRITICNL AMP AT CELL 6a 
OPTION # 22-1 
1AXIMUN U 8.0 
VERAGE U - 1.4 144.9 




































































































UMx, R, A DI SPLAY9 AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I S 
L, 
NASA PROJECT DUST D'EVIL DAY 23.- RUh 4 4 THPE 1 O :72­ 6110 
SCAN * 6 FRAME t S00 AI4GLE 4E.274 TO FRkME S 5632 4NGLE 9.050 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 22-2 
MAXIMUM U 17.0 




1 44.9 44.9 	 2 164.4 
2 	 44.9 3 183.8 
4 a03.23 44.6 
 





6 42.4 	 7 261.57 41.4 
 2 280.9 
S 40.2 	 g 300.3 
9 39.1 10 319.7 
10 37.9 II 339.1 
11 36.3 12 353.6 
12 35.5 13 37S.0 
13 34.4 14 397.4 
14 33.3 R 1S 416.E 
1s 32.2 16 436.2 



















































Umex, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE t"ESHOCL AT I • 10 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'.1IL r;A,23 -3 , !Pl 4 T,4'E I OF Z­ 3140 
£ SCAN * 6 FRAME t 5eS ANGLE 45.B74 TO FPAME S S63G hILE 9.0S0 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6 




ANGLE 42' 164.4 
1 44.9 3 133.8 
2 44.9 4 203.2 
3 44.6 S P22.6 
4 44.2 6 242.e 
56 43.4 42.4 7 ,.261.53 280.9 
7 41.4 9 300.3 
9 4e.2' 10 319.7 





12 .35i.613 '3--.. 
12 3S.S 14 397.4 
13 34.4 Is 416.3 
14 33.3 R 16 436.2 
























Inx, P., A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 2-38 RUt t 4I THRE 1O 2- 6110 
',CAN 8 6 FRAME 8 SO05 HNGLE 45.274' Ti) FRHrE t 5632 AfIGLE 9.050 CRITICNL AMP AT CELL 62 















































































Q ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
Ln 
co 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEtIL DAY 2:8 PLIN 4 TAPE 1 OF 2­ 6110 
tf l $ 7 FRAME I 5387 ANGLE 9, 352 TO FRAME SG02 AtNGLE 64.942 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-1 
IAXIMuN I 43.6 
AVERAGE I 3.1 150.2 
ANGLE 










































































ImX, R, A DISPLAY 
u­
to 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY E3- RUH t -4 THPE i OF 2- GII 
2 SCAN t 7 FRAME S 5887 ANGLE 9.353 TO FRAME * G502 Ati'LE 64.942 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 11-2 
MAXIMM I 66.e 
AVERAGE I 7.3 150.2 
R 
ANGLE 1 150.2 
1 9.s 64.6 8 168.8 
2 10.0 3 187.4 
3 10.6 4 206.1 
4 11.7 5 224.7 
S 13.2 6 243.3 
6 14.7 7 261.9 
7 16.5 8 280.5 
8 18.3 9 299.1 
9 20.0 10 317.7 
10 P1.7 11 236.3 
11 23.5 12 354.9 
12 25.2 13 373.6 
13 27.0 14 392.2 
14 28.8 R 1 41.4 
15 30.6 16 429.4 









































TAPE t .T1 2­
64.942 'CPITICHL AMP 
6110 
AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
MAXIMUM - 54.0 






























































































NASA PROJECT DUST 






FPHME * 6502 
I "rtPE (IF 2­8110( 
kNGLE 64.942 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRHME * 6126 TO 6144 
62 
HNGLE • 30.62 









NASA PROJECT DUST DELIL EsY 23'Z-, R'PL, - TriDE ,. QF E-- t 110 





FRAME I 6126 TO 6144 

HIIGLE - 30.62 
rc"IiU'l Hr'IP LHLUE - 66 





NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 2 33 RUi 4 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 10 
2 SCAN * 7 FRAME 2 5387 ANGLE 9.352 TO FOANE t 656'E HNGLE 64.042 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 21-1 
MAXIMUM V - 55.0 


































































(, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT IMAx'l 
OJ 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL EDHY 23,:, RUN 4 'trHPE I CF 2- 6110S 1 7 FRAME S 5637 AN'tGLE 9.35CAM TO FPriME * 6502, kIGLE 64.942 CPITICML AMP AT CELL 62 














































































1), R, A DISPLAY f UELOCITY AT ItA,' 
Ln 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL r:HY 233 PUN t 4 T7PE I OF 2­ C1"10 
SCAN t 7 FRAME t 5887 ANGLE 9.358 TO FRAME t 6502 ANGLE 64.942 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 4 22-1 
MAXIMUM V - 9. 


















































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL. 
SCAN $ 7 FRAME T887£NGLE 9.352 
DH' 
TO FPAPIE 
I pul t 
* 6502 
4 THPE 1 =­- :110 
-NGLE 64.942 CRITICAL Af AT CELL 
'R4P.IE t 6039 TO 61S 
62 
"144. 
HHLJLE , 27.05 




















4 T',PE ! .­iF 2­ 6113 
ANGLE 64.942 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAME t 6089 TO 6108 
6a 
MNGLE - 27.0s 
r!lUITL'I AMP UHLUE - 47 
PADIU5 





NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHY 23:'6' RU # 4 FPE ! OF .- st: o
* SCAI ? FRAME 9 5887 ANGLE 9.358 TO OFPAIlE * 602 HrGLE 64.942 ,RITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 




















































































nAPx, P, A DISPLAY AMtPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I 10 
(A 
0L 
NASA PROJECT DUST DElIL PY a3. Ru -4 TVPE ! OR 2- 6113


S I 7 5387 At4GLE 9.353 TO FQAIE * 6502 ANGLE 64.342 CRITIC AL AMP At CELL 6a
CAN FRAME t 
OPTION 5 31-1 
156. a 
ANGLE I '150;2 
9.S 64.6 2 168.8 
2 10.0 3 187.4 
3 10.6 4 206.1 
4 11.7 5 224.7 
5 13.2 6 243.3 









9 20.0 10 317.7 
t0 21.7 11 336.3 
11 23.5 12 354.9 
12 25.2 13 373.6 
13 27.0 !4 392.2 
14 28.8 RS 410.3 
IS 30.6 16 429.4 































NASA PROJECT DU'ST DE] L I.'I PUN t -4 TFE ) 2- 10S SCAN * 7 FRAME S 5387 ANGLE 9.352 T,) FPAME 9 6502 
 MNGLE 64.942 CRITICHL 4HP AT CELL 62 

OPTION * 31-2 
150. 2 












































































9. 5 466.6 
U imx, R, H DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE')IL ,H. 232 RUNl I 4 TriPE I OF E­ 6110 
v04 s a FRAME * S02 ANGLE 64.942 TO FRAME * 7126 ANtGLE 9.326 CRITICeL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION I 11-I 
MAXIMUM I - 41.0 













































































IMAX, R, A DISPLA' 
'4 
-J 
NASA PROJECT DUST DLUIL DAY 233W.UN : 4 THPF 1 2R­ 611 
SCAN f 8 FRAME S 6502 ANGLE 64.942 TO FPArEt 7126 HtIGLE 2.326 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 11-2 
MAXIMUM I 71.0 








































owl. 22 324 
0 23 24 30.7 28.9 
26 25.3 








Imx, R, A DISPLAY 
I 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHY Ru 4 THPE 1 1F 2- GIo 
SCAN t 8 FRAME * 6502 ANGLE 64.942 TO FR.ME * 7126 INGLE 9.326 CRITIC1L AIMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
IAXIMU I 70.0 





































































































NASA PROJECT DUST DE'JiL DHY d330' PUd I rF' I CF 2- ZI10 
SCAN s 8 FRAME 6S02 ANGLE 64.942 TO FRME * 7126 ANGLE 3.326 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAIIE * 6273 TO 6591 
HI'rLE * 32.37 





NASAi PROJECT DUST DEVTL DHY 213.2 pUIl t 4 T,-';E i .F 2­ 6110 
SCAN * 8 FRAME * 6502 ANGLE 64.942 TO FR*M, E S 7126 miIGLE 9.36 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME 4 6873 TO 6891 
AlIGLE - 32.37 
HXIPIsIUII .411P VALUE * 71 
156. 
RADIUS 
VELOCITY. .AMP(3 - 102 
484. 
00 
NASA PROJECT DUST LEJIL DAY 221Bs Rur" - 4 TnPE . OF 2- 6110 
s SCAN * 8 FRAHE 2 6502 ANGLE 64.942 TO FRAME t ?126 trHLE 2.386 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 21-1 
nAXIMUm V - 9.0 


























































_,, R, H DISPLAY (IELOCITY AT IMAX) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEU)I D'l =7 RUN t -4 THPE ! OF -- *110 
S SCAN # 8 FRAME 8 6502 ANGLE 64.942 TO CRAME 7La6 ,NLE 9.326 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 21-2 
MAXIMUM V - 12.0 
AUERAGE U s 3.3 145.0 
P 
ANGLE -1 145-.0 
1 64.6 64.6 2 164.2 





61.8 6 241.1 
6 60.1 7 26).3 
7 58.3 s 279.6 
8 56.6 9 292.s 
9 S4.8 10 313.0 
10 53.0 11 337.2 
11 51.3 12 356.5 
12 49.6 13 375.7 
13 47.9 14 394.9 
14 46.2 , 15 414.1 
IS 44.5 16 433.4 





















U, R, A DISPLAY (;ELOCITY HT IMAX) 
co 
co 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEJIL D r' 23, ,RUtI t .1 Tg1PE I OF 2­ t31:0 
S SCAN 8 FRAME 8 6502 ANGLE 64.942 TO FRAME t 7126 .li,LE 9.326 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION I 22-1 
nexinun V 10.0 






































































QJMAX, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I " S 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
 DHY RUH 4 THPE IF 2- 61k)
s SCAN t 8 FRAME * 650Z ANGLE 64.942 TO FRAPIE 2 7126 m,'GtE @.326 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 22-2 
AXImuM V - 16.0 
WERAGE V 2,e 14.0 
ANGLE I 145.0 

1 64.6 64.6 
 2 164.2
2 64.6 3 183.4 

3 64.0 4 202.7 
4 63.0 s aai.9 
5 £L.8 6 241.1 
6 60.1 7 260.3 
7 58.3 S 279.6 
a 56.6 9 a99.a 
9 54.8 10 318.0 
1 53.0 11 337.2 













15 44.5 R 16 433.4 



















- 35 10.0 
' 1, .0 471.8 
_IpLx, P, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT 1 10 
CA 
C 
NASA PPOJECT DUST DEQIL [tH',' 3E RUrl 4 TRPE 1 CR 2- 61,
* SCAN 8 8 FRAME a 6502 A14GLE 64.942 TO FRMPIE S "126 AiLE 9.3&6 CPITICNL h'IP HT CELL 62 









































































Q * ImAx, P, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DL-vL DAY 2332 PUH' T 4 TkPE t OF -- S511k 
S -CAN 8 FRAME * 6502 AIGLE 64.942 T. FPsME t 7126 "NGLE ?.3a6 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 31-2 
ANGLE 1 145.0 
1 64.6 64.6 2 164.2 
8 64.6 3 183.4 
3 64.0 4 202.7 
4 63.0 s 221.9 
5 61.8 6 241.1 
6 60.1 ae6.3 
7 58.3 3 79.6 
8 56.6 292.8 
9 54.8 10 313.0 
10 53.0 11 337.2 
11 51.3 12 356.S 
12 49.6 13 37S.­
13 47.9 
14 46.2 R 
14 3)4.9 
15 414.1 
15 44.5 16 433.4 




















U t Inx , R, A DIS.PLAY 
W, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL Ds' 232. PUN t 4 TpPE I OF 2- 6t10 
9 SCAN $ 9 FRAME 1 7126 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRmHIE 1 7764 ANGLE 64.346 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION I 11-1 
AXIMJM I 54.0 
WERAGE I 3.S 143.3 
R 
ANGLE1 9.L 64.7 12 143.3162.3 
1 9.9 





6 14.4 7 2S7.2 
7 16.1 8 276.2 
8 17.9 9 29.2 
9 19.7 10 314.2 
10 21.4 11 353.2 
I 23.t 12 352.1 
12 24.9 13 391.1 
13 26.7 14 390.1 
14 28.4 

























In.x, R, A DISPLAY 
NASR PROJECT DUST DE.)IL DR. " ,ur 9l 4 TrAPE I OF - 6110 
SCA" S 9 FRAME 9 7126 AN1GLE 9.3a6 TO FR0ME '7764 AfGLE 64.346 CRITICAL A4MP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-2 
MAX IMUM 74.0 















4 11.5 S 219.2 
5 12.9 2838.2 
6 14.4 7 257.2 













I1 23.1 12 352.1 




































I~x, P, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST bL,IL DAIY 2r,j3 PUN # 4 TAPE I OF E,.-

g SCAN # 9 FRAME * 7126 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRAME t 7764 ANGLE 64.S46 CPITICHL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTION 8 12-1 
MAXIMUM I 3g.0 
AVERAGE I 0.4 143.3 
p 
ANGLE








4 11.5 S 219.2 
S 12.9 6 238.2 
6 14.4 2.7 
7 16.1 ? 276.2 




21.4 11 333.2 
ii 3.1 2 3S2.1 
12 24.9 13 371.1 
13 26.7 14 390.1 
14 28.4 R . 
is 30.1 16 42'.1 





















I, R, A DISPLAY AT UELOCITY CELL 62 
477. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL LH' 23;3. PUN z 4 TAPE I "IFE- 611C 
SCAf # 9 FRAME * 7126 AIGLE 9.326, TO FRIE -764 RrIGLE 64.346 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME t 7401 TO 74E0 
HNGLE • 33.69 





NASA PROJECT DUST DEY'IL DEl', 233 RUt' it .4 TiPE 1, 1-17 2- 6110 
SCANS 9 FRAME * 7126 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRI.E * 7764 HMGLE 64.a46 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6Z 
FRAME 3 7401 TO 7420


,rIGLE - 33.69 












NASA PROJECT DUST r'E' 'IL DIHtY 2 -PUN * .4 TOPFE 1 F E-
SCAN1 * 9 FRAME $ 7126 ANGLE 9.326 TO FPAME * ?764 MIGLE 64.S46 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIOI * 21-1 
IAXIMUP V - 10.0 























































































1), R, A DISPLAY rIJELOCITY AT I"A. 
co
co3 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IIL O100V 2213 4 TAP'r pE I OF 2- 6110 
SCAN S 9 FRAME 7 ANGLE 9.326 TO FR.ME ­126 7764 AWr.LE 64.346 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 2 21-2 
MAXIMUM V - 14.0 
AVERAGE V - 3.3 143.3 






























10 21.4 12 333.1 
11 23.1 12 351.1 









15 30.1 16 426.1 













0 0 29 54.2 







c. V 36 64.7 
9.5 466.1 
'<R, A DISPLAY (LIELOCITY AT IMAX) 
t A TAPE I OF E- 3110NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DA( 232 PUN 
SCAN 8 9 FRAME t 7126 ANGLE 9.326 TO, FPsME S 7764 'NGLE 6A.846 CRITICAL AP AT CELL 62

OPTION 8 22-1 
MAXIMUM U - 11.0 
AVERAGE U 1.4 143.3 
R 
ANGLE 1 143.3 
1 9.s 64.7 2 162.3 
2 9.9 3 1e1.3 




12.9 S6 219.2238.2 
6 14.4 7 ZS7.2 
7 16.1 2 276.2 
8 17.9 9 295.2 
9 19.7 10 314.2 
10 21.4 12 333.2 
11 23.1 12 3S2.1 
12 24.9 13 3-1.1 




30.1 P 16I 42.12. 













0? 29 S4.2 
30 56.0 





UMX, R, A DISPLAY MPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I s 
I 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 2301 PUN t 4 THDE I OF 2- I11o 
SCAN * 9 FRAME 8 7126 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRAME t 7764 AIIGLE 64.846 CRITICHL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTION 8 22-2 
IAXIMtJN V - 17.0 
&ERAGE U - 2.2 143.3 
R 
ANGLE 1 143.3 









4 11.5 6 219.2 
S 12.9 6 237.2 
6 14.4 8 257.2 
7 1G.1 8 276.2 
89 L7.919.7 "9 10 295.2314.a 
10 21.4 1! 335.2 
II 23.1 l3 371.1 




28.4 R 14 15 490.1 420.1 
15 30.1 17 466.1 


















n Y1 33 61.3 
34 63.1 
3536 64.4 64.? 
•9.5 466.1 
)MAx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I - 10 
143.3 
NASA 	PROJECT DUST bL'-,L DAY 23:,3 PUN t 4 TAPE 1 ,7 -- 311'-3 
t 	 SCAN * 9 FRAME * 7126 ANr3LE ?.326 TO FRAME t 7764 ANGLE 64.846 CRITICAL AMP ,R? CELL 62 
OPTION $ 31-1 
ANGLE 
















S 12.9 6 238.2 


























p is 409.1 
16 423.1 
























L,. U Ilmx. R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'JIL D EJ FrT A TPE ', a- si1 
S SCAN 8 9 FRAME * 7186 ANGLE 9.3a6 TO FRAME S 7764 AGLE 64.346 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 



































































S 3536 64.464.7 
3 4.79.5 466.1 
Q A IAx, R, A DISPLY' 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 22.%, PUNr t 4 TAPE I OF E- Gil(

9 SCAN 1 10 FRAME S 7764 ANGLE 64.S46 TO FPAME.t 3369 .N,;LE 9.232 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-1 
MAXIMUM I 38.0 
AUERAGE I 2.4 
R 
ANGLE i It-1605s 









4 62.1 6 256.1 
s ss.s5 
6 58.8 - 275.2 
7 57.0 8 294.3 
8 5S.3 9 313.4 














14 49.01E 4 6.3 




















S 35 9.4 
9.4 4".3 
lmAx, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST ['EUIL DAY 2% UoH # -4 THPE 1 1'F 2- 6110 
9 SCAN t 10 FRAME 3 7764 ANIGLE 64.346 TC' FPeME 9 2369 ANIGLE 9.282 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 11-2 
IAXIMUM I 69.0 










































10 51.7 i2 770.3 
it 50.0 13 389.9 
12 48.3 14 409.A 































ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
LiD 
L9 
NASA PROJECT DUST LEU'IL DHY .-3 RUN # 4 "VDE1 ,':P 2- 6110 
3 SCAN 8 10 FRANE 8 7764 ANGLE 64.846 TO FRMME * 9369 ANGLE 3.282 CRITIAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 12-1 
MAXIMUM I 66.0 
























































































S 3s 9.4 
9.4 466.3 
I, R, A DISPLAY AT QELOCITY CELL 62 
472. 
NASA PROJECT DU-T 'E'JIL DHY 2" ': PUll t -1 TiPE I. ;'7F- I10 
SCAN * 10 FRAME t 7764 ANGLE 64.846 TC­ -PkPIE I E369 HtIGtE 9.a32 CRITI$AL AMP AT CELL 62 
FPg'IE t S094 TO 8112 
H6LE 34.49 
142. rMh,..-:'r'uI HtIF "HLUE 69 
RADIUS 





NASA PROJECT DLIST DEQIL DHY 2"S PULN # 4 THPE i OF 2- 1-i

SCAN # 10 FRAME 2 7764 ANGLE 64.846 TO FRAME * 8369 ANGLE 9.282 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6





M IYMUMAMP '24LUE a 69
 
PmDIIJ 
ELOCITY..AMP3 - 102) 
00 
'NASA PROJECT DUST DEkJL DAY _.3 RNI t 4 THPE t Or B-Z 
t SCAN t 10 FRAME 7 *764 ANGLE 64.346 Ti) FRAME 2 N'LE 9.222 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 21-1 
MAXIMUM V - 8.0 




1 64.8 64.8 a 17q.6 
2 64.3 3 198.7 
3 63.3 4 217.3 
4 62.1 236.9 
6 0. 6 25e.1 
6 58.8.8 25.2 
7 57.0 " 294.3 
8 S5.3 9 313.4 








12 48.3 12 3g. 
13 46.6 14 409.0 
14 44.9 15 4e8.1 






















U R, A DISPLAY (UELOCITY AT INAX) 
110 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'!L DHY 22 PUll 4 4 "OPE I F - 611 
SCAN t 10 FRAME 3 7764 AMNGLE 64.846 TO FR ME t 3369 AIlILE 9.232 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRHME 3 8130 TO 3149 
',IGLE - 30.94 










NASA PROJECT IJST DEUIL DAY 23' PU"l .4,F 2. .I1' 
SCAN * 10 FRAME t 7764 ANGLE 64.E46 TO FRHrIE t ?360 l,4L 9.2&2 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
RHME t 3130 TO S149 
HsI.LE * 30.94 

















NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL DH',' 23 ,Put; * T IPE ± OF &- 8I1 
3369s SCAN 8 10 FRAME * 7764 4H4LE 64.346 TO FRAME ANGLE 9.282 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6. 
OPTION t 21-2 
IAXIMUM U 14.0 








































































1), R, H DISPLAY4 'JELOCITY AT IMAx) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 2":3 DUN 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
I SCAN 8 10 FRAME 8 7764 ANGLE 64.846 Tn> FRAME $ 8369 ANIGLE S.2S2 CRITICAL AHP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 3 22-1 
MAXINIM V - 9.0 































































































UmAx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I * S 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL [ , 23 PUq 4 TPE I OF - 6110 
I ScNi t e FRAME t 7764 ANGLE 64.346 TO FPAME t 8369 ANGLE 9.22 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 22-2 
MAXIMt U 15.0 
AUERAGE U 2.0 ±60.R 
ANGLE 













































































NASA PROJECT DUST L',,I L DAY233 RUII t 4 TPE - E- 110 
£ SCAN S 10 FRAME * 7764 ANGLE 64.346 Tf FPsME S 3369 "NGLE. 2.222 CPITICAL 4flP AT CELL 62 




















































































U t ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
0 
U.' 
NASA PROJECT DUST ,E,.:I[. f AY 2 33 RUN # 4 TPPE I OF 2- 6110 
SCAN 2 10 FRAIE t 7764 ANGLE 64.846 TO FPAME S S369 mtEGLE 9.282 CRItICAL AMP mT CELL 62 



























































































C U ImAx, R, (i DISPLAY 
'C 
m, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DH,Y a: FUri n 4 THPE 1 OP 2- E110 
9 SCAM $ 11 FRAME t 8369 ArNGLE 9.282 TO FRAME * S97 WiGLE 65.04a CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIO t 11-1 
MAXINMI I - 44.0 




1 9.8 64.7 
a3 164.2183.6 
2 10.3 4 203.1 
3 11.2 5 aaa.5 
4 12.5 6 241.9 
5 14.0 7 261.4 
6 15.8 3 220.s 
7 17.6 9 300.3 
8 19.2 10 319.7 
9 28.9 11 339.1 
le 22.7 12 35.6 
11 24.5 13 3'a.t' 

























p33 32 6e.962.7 
34 64.3 
9.8 475.2 
lmAx, R, A DISPLAY 
-_j C
NASA PROJECT DUST DEAlL DAY 23";2. RUt] *4 TroPE i )R 2- S110 
t SCAN 8 It FRAME t S369 ANGLE 9.282 TI) rRAME S S997 ANGLE 65.04Z CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-2 
MAXIMtM I 68.0 









































11 24.6 13 37S.0 
12 26.3 14 39'.5 
13 28.0 1 416. 
14 29.7 16 436.4 

















. y 34 64.3 
3 64.7 
9.8 475.2 
4lmx, R, A DISPLAY 
0 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DRY 23S RUH # 4 'rPE 1 i'IF '--8110 
SCANl, 11 FRAME 8 ANGLE 9.282 TO FRMME * S997 ANGLE 65.042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62369 



















4 12.5 2242.9 







8 19.2 10 319.3 








13 28.0 15 416.5 
14 29.7 p15 436.4 

























i'G 35 64.7 
9.8 475.2 




NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL D 2 3 PUt 1 -4 TAPE 1 rF 2­ a110 
SCAN #11 FRAME S 8369 ANGLE S.282 TO FPHlE $ e9gT7 HNGLE 6S.04P 
rPME * 
CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
8659 TO 8677 
62 
HhGLE 2O5.01 
69. rIHIUUM HP WiLUE G S8 
RADIUS 





NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
SCet S It FRAME 83369 ANGLE 9.23a 
DAY 21J3 RUNl 
TO FRAME * 8997 
4 TflPE i OF 2- 6110 
ANGLE 65.042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAME I S659 TO 8677 
62 
AIGLE - 35.01 
MAXIMUM AMP 'ALUE * 68 
PADIUS 




NASA PROJECT DU3T DE,;Iu DAY 213- PLIH t 4 TAPE I OF -- ilO 
8369t SCAN * 11 FRAME  ANGLE 9.232 T FRPAME 1 3997 iiq'iLE 6S.042 CPITICqL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION $ 21-1 
MAXIMUM U - 10.0 





















5 14.0 7 261.4 
6 15.8 s 280.3 


















13 28.0 15 416.9 
14 29.7 16 436.4 
























U, R, A DISPLAY (UELOCITY iT mAx) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL DAY 233 RUN t 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
ANPLE 65.042 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 6,SCAN # 11 FRAME 2 2369 ANGLE 9.2S2 TO FPAME t 997 
OPTION 2 21-2 
MAXIMUM - 13.0 





















































































































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL Df Y 23:' RUH t 4 THPE I OF 27 6110 
SCAN # 11 FRAME * 8369 ANGLE 9.282 TO FRAME 2 399? HflGLE 6S.04- CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 2 22-1 
MAXIMIM V - 13.0 
AVERAGE V - 1.4 144.7 
R 
ANGLE 1 144.7 
1 9.8 64.7 2 164.2 
23 10.311.2 3 4 
183.6 
203.1 
4 12.5 5 222.5 
5 14.0 6 2 1.9 
6 15.8 7 261.4 
7 17.6 8 20.3 
8 19.2 9 30.3 
9 20.9 10 319.1 
10 22.7 11 339.1 
11 24.5 13 358.6 
12 26.3 13 378.0 
t3 28.0 14 37.9 
14 29.7 is 416.4m 
15 31.5 16 436.4 





21 42.0 ANGLE 
22















Vm~x, R,. A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THR#ESHOLD AT I 5 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY "J3 FL'H t 4 C,)E -1 .31I32-
NriGLE 65.042 CRITICAL sMP AT CELL 62
S SOCM 11 FRAME S 8369 ANGLE 9.22 TiO FPAPIE t 997 
OPTION * 22-2 
MAXI"Ef U 14.0 
AVERAGE U - 1.7 144.7 
R 
1 144.7 
ANGLE 2 164.2 
1 9.8 64.7 3 183.6 
2 10.3 4 203.1 
3 11.2 5 222.5 
4 12.5 6 241.9 
5 14.0 7 E61.4 
6 15.8 s 280.3 
7 17.6 9 300.3 
8 19.2 10 31." 
9 20.9 11 339.1 
10 22.7 12 3SS.E 
11 24.5 13 378.0 
12 26.3 14 397.5 
±3 23.4 I 41S.? 
14 29.7" 16 436.4 























1)4nAx, P , A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT a 1 
i t4 
'F 2-. i.O4 Tt-.PE triWe 23a RUH XNASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL RNGLE 65.042 ,PITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 T', FRAME S 099-
$ 8369 ANGLE 9.28E
FRAME

* 50 t 11 
OPTIOl * 31-1 












































































35 64.7 9. " 475.2 
U * Imnx, R, A DISPLA', 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DR'r 233 RUN # 4 T-PE i or 2- 6110 
S SCAN 11 FRAME * 8369 ANGLE 9.2?2 TO FRAME t '897 At.LE GS.042 CPITICAL "MF AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 31-2 
144.7 
p 
ANGLE 1 144.7 









5 14.0 241.4 
6 15.8 7 2SO.a 
7 17.6 9 300.3 
8 19.2 10 31 .? 
9 20.9 11 339.7 
1011 22.724.6 I13 339.13.0. 
1213 26.323.0 1314 37 .0397.5 
14 29.7 13 9.015 R 16 416.9436.4 























UtIM~X, R, A DISPLAY' 
NASA PROJECT DUST tEQIL DF V 233 Pui, t 4 TAPE I 'TF 2­ 6110 
S SCANS 12 FRAME 3 8997 HNGLE 65.e42 TO FRAlqE t 2606 ,4NGLE S.444 CRITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 11-1 
IAXIMUM I 41.0 








































%0 5 483.6 




















NASA PROJECT DUST DEvIL DH',' 232 PLIVl t 4 ITAPE I cF 2- £110 
t SCAN 8 12 FRAME * 8997 ANGLE 65.042 TO FFME 9 ',NGLE606 9.444 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTION s 11-a 
MAXIMUM I 65.0 








































































Imx, R, A DISPLAY 
1-3 
P
NASA PROJECT DUST DEIL DAY 23 RUt 4 --,;PE I OF 2- E1IO, 
, * 12 FRAME 8997 A1GLE 6S.042 TO FRAME * geas HNGLE 9.444 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62SCAN 
OPTION * 12-1 
MAXIMUR I - Se.0 



















































































I, R., A DISPLAY AT UELOCITY CELL 62 
Cl 
184. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL DHS' .a' 3 PU t 4 T HDE 1 C.p - GIO 
SCAN # 1 FRAME f 8997 ANGLE 65.042 - TO FPNME , 9606 ANGLE 9.444 CRITICML AlP AT CELL 62 
FR E t 9315 TO 9333 
!itGLE - 36.67 








NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHY 23S, PUrl T 4 P4PE i -F -2- 6110 
SAMl t 12 FRAIIE * 8997 ANGLE 6S.04E TO FRAME $ 9606 ANGLE 9.444 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME # 9315 TO 9333 
A;tGLE - 36.67 











NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DH'Y 230" RUN t 4 TAPE '1OF 2- 6110 
' s¢cn1 * 12 FRArE * 299,7 ANGLE sS.04a TQ rRQHE * 9606 .HGLE 9.444 CPITICAL AMlP AT CELL 62 






























































































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
SCAN * 12 FRAME * 8997 ANGLE 65,042 
DAY 238 
TO FRAME * 
RUN t 4 
9606- ANrLE 
TAPE I OF 2- 6110 




































9 53.8 10 328.4 
10 52.1 1 347.2 
11 50.4 13 367.6 
12 48.7 13 36.6 
13 47.0 14 4,6.0 
14 45.4 15 4a5.4 
15 43.7 R 16 444.6 




















V, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT IMx' 
.t, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL' £'", 2.3 RUI t 4 "TAPE i ,,F E- 6110 
£ SCN tIt2 FRAME 8 ANGLE 65.042 TO FPArE 9606 ANGLE 9.444 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL3997 6? 

OPTION f 22-1 
MAXIMUM V - 17.0 
AVERAGE V - 1.3 3.8 
R 
ANGLE 
1 64.8 64.8 
a3 i3.a192.6 
2 64.4 4 212.0 
3 63.5 5 231.4 
4 62.3 6 250.8 
S 60.9 7 270.2 
6 59.2 s 289.6 
7 57.4 9 30.0 
a 55.6 10 328.4 
9 53.8 11 347.8 
10 52.1 12 3.?.2 
11 50.4 13 326.6 




4S.4 R 15 16 425.4 444.S 




















- 33 12.0 
34 10.5 
"-0" Z0.4 483.6 
V)Mx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I " S 
,& UI 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL DHY 23, RUN i 4 TpPE i cr 2- ,i1O 
SCAN t 12 FRAME * 8997 ANGLE 65.04Z TO FRAME t 3606 NrtGLE 9.444 CRITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 9 a2-2 
MAXIUJM V - 15.e 
AVERAGE V - 1.9 153.8 
R 
ANGLE 















6 59.2 3 a89.6 
7 57.4 9 309.0 
8 55.6 10 328.4 
9 53.8 11 347.8 
10 52.1 12 367.2 
11 50.4 13 186.6 
12 48.7 14 406.0 




























L.mAx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT 1 10 
1 NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAtY 23,. RUH t 4 THPE fF :,- S.110 
S SCAN t 12 FRAME 8 8997 ANGLE 6S.'42 TC FRAME 9 9606 AH.GLE 9.444 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 31-1 
S 153.8 
ANGLE 

































































,NASA PROJECT DUST bUIJIL DW, 2_3 RUht A TAOE I or 2- ;110 
S4CAN 8 12 FRAIE SS997 A14GLE 65,042 'TO FRME : 9606 ANGLE 9.444 CRITICAL' AMP AT CELL 62 











































































V * mlAx, P., A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL L,'Y 23:3 RUN t . T:. E I OR" 2- 6110 
a SCA * 13 FRAME S 9606 ANGLE 9.444 TO FPAME S 10236 ANGLE 65.042 CPLTICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 11-1 
MA'X1J I 48.0 




1 g.9 64.6 





































































ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
N) 

NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DA'Y 2,3 RUH * 4 THPE I CIF 2- 6110 
* SCAN 3 13 FRAME t 9606 M4GLE 9.444 TO FRAME * 10236 HNGLE 65.042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S i-2 
IAXIMtiN I 70.0 































































































ImAx, P, H DISPLAY 
(A
Li 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEAIL DAY 238 PLII 1 T APE I OF E- 6110-
t SCAN I 13 FRAME 1 9606 ANGLE g.444 TO FPHME t 10236 ANGLE GS.042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTION S 1a-1 
MA'IMUM I 33.0 








































S 3S 64.6 
9.8 479.3 

























































l~s H CL 
483. 
NASA PPOJECT DUST DE'JIP DAY 23S. -PuH t -4 THOE i .F E­ 6110 
SCAN I 13 FRAMlE $ 9606 ANGLE 9.444 TO FRHME t L0236 ANGLE 65.042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FP(IIE $ 9934 TO 99S3 
62 
148. 
44r,LE * 3S.08 









NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL Dp', 233 RuIf t 4 THOE OF 2- 9110 
SCM 8 13 FRAME I 960e ANGLE 9.444 TO FRAME 9 10E36 Mt4GLE 65.042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME 5 9934 TO 9953 
ANGLE * 38.68 
MHNIrIuM AMP UHLUE * 70 
RADIUi 
VELOCITY..AMPc3 - 102) 
483. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL DAY 38 RUN A 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110


x SCAM S 13 FRAME * 9606 ANGLE 9.444 TO FRAE * 10236 ANGLE 65S042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S21-1 
MAXIMUM V - 55.e 
AUERAGE V 1.7 143.2 
R 
1 143.2 
A4GLE 2 162.7 
1 9.8 3 IS2.3 
2 10.1 4 201.9 
3 1e.9 5 221.4 
4 12.2 6 24-.9 
5 13.6 7 260.4 
6 15.3 8 230.0 
7 17.2 9 299.5 
8 18.8 10 319.0 
9 20.5 11 332.6 
10 22.3 12 358.1 
11 24.1 13 377.6 
12 2 .8 14 397.2 
13 a7.5 IS 416.7 
14 29.3 16 436.3 






















V, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT Imx) 
U) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL D i? 233 RUIN t 4 T.PE 1 OF E- 6113 












a Ie.± 4 201.3 
3 10.9 5 221.4 
4 12.2 6 240.9 
5 13.6 . 260.4 
6 15.3 8 280.0 
7 17.2' 299.5 
8 18.8 10 319.0 
9 20.5 11 33Y.6 
10 22.3 12 358.1 
It 24.1 13 377.6 
12 2s.8 14 397.2 
13 27'5 15 416.7 
14 29.3 , 16 436.3 























U, R, A DISPLAY (QELOCITY AT IMAC) 
uo(0n 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 233 RUN t 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
SCN S 13 FRAME S 9606 ANGLE 9.444 TO FPAME * 10236 HtGLE 6.042 CRITICAL AMP MT CELL 62 
OPTION # 22-1 
MAXImm U 18.0 







1 9.8 64.6 	 3 182.32 10.13 10.9 	 4 201.8 
3 10.9 	 5 221.4


4 ia.a 	 6 240.g 
6 260.45 13.6 
 7 260.46 16.3 
 8 290.0
7 17.2 	 299.5





le 22.3 It 338.6


11 24.1 12 758.1


12 24.1 13 377.6




























































Jftx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I 5 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
 DkY 238 RUH 4 THPE ' OF 2- ;110

















































OPTION t 22-2 
U - 14.e 
U 1.81 
1 143.2 
64.6 	 2 1643. 

















UMX, P, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I " 10 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL EA 23' 4 TPE 1 Of 2- 6-10.... 

SCAN # 13 FRAME t 9606 ANGLE 9.444 TO FRAME 2 10236 i-ILE 6..042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 







1 9.8 64,6 3 182.3 
2 10.1 4 281.8 
3 10.9 S e2a.4 
4 1.2 6 240.9 
S 13.6 260.4 
6 15.3 3 230.0 
7 17.2 9 299.5 
a 18.8 10 319.0 
9 20.5 11 332.6 
10 22.3 12 35 .. 
11 24.1 '13 37..6 
12 25.8 14 397.2 


















































THPE 1 CF 2­ 6110 
65.042 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 


































8 18.8 10 319.0 
9 20.S 11 333.6 
10 82.3 12 3S .1 
II 24.1 13 377.6 
12 25.8 14 397.2 
13 27.S 15 416.7 
14 29.3 P 16 436.3 
























) * Im x, R, A DISPLAY 
Li) 
to 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE1,YIL DAY 2-:E RUN t 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 611@ 
SCAN S 14 FRAME 10236 ANGLE 65.42 TO FRAME 8 i0se NrIGLE 9.660 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 9 11-1 
MAXILUM I 36.0 
AVERAGE I 2.1 
P 
ANGLE i153.8 
64.9 64.9 a 02.4 
2 64.5 3 190.9 
3 63.8 4 209.5 
4 62.6 5 228.0 
5 61.3 6 246.6 
6 59.7 7 265,1 
7 57.8 8 283.7 
8 56.0 9 30a.2 
9 54.3 10 320.7 
10 S2.5 11 339.3 
11 50.8 12 357.3 
12 49.1 13 376.4 
13 47.4 14 3?4.' 
14 45.7 R 1S 41,5 
1S 44.1 16 432.0 





21 33.6 ANGLE 
22 31.9 d 
23 30.1 
24 28.4 
2S 26.7 c 









InAx, R, A DISPLAY 
C 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE,'IL IHY 2:3. .ul I 4 TAPE i OF 2- 6110 
9 SCAN 8 14 FRAME * 10236 ANGLE 65.042 TO FPAIIE S IOE8O AIGLE 9.660 CPITI.AL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * i-2 
MAXIMUM I 55.0 













4 209.SL; 2o.s 
4 62.6 6 246.6 














1I 50.8 13 376.4 
12 49.1 14 394.9 
13 47.4 15 413.5 




























IMX, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHY 233 RUb] ± .4 T(- PE t OF 2- 6110 










































OPTION # 12-1 
I 19.6 





























I, R, A DISPLAY AT UELOCITY CELL 62 
466. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAYV 23,3 P.LI . 4 0 PE I iF 2­11 
SCAM # £4 FRAME S 10236 ANGLE 65.042 TO FRrE t 10850 ANGLE 9.660 
FPAME t 
CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 









NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 233 RUH * 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
S0A # 14 FRAME 8 10236 ANGLE 66.042 TO FRAME 8 10850 'qNGLE 9.66e CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME t 10536 TO 16554 
ANGLE , 38.84 
l4:iMUM AMP 'ALUE - S3 
143. 
RADIUS 
VELOCITY,.AnP(3 - 1021 
46., 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE,7L D-ir 23- FUN t 4. I HPE t F 2- I 
* SCA * 14 FRAME 1±0236 ANGLE 6F.042 T,, FRHME I I.US' AHGLE 9.660 CRITICsL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION $ 21-1 
MAXI U V 8.0 
AVERAGE - 1,S IS3,8 
ANGLE 



































































U, R, A DISPLAY 'UFLOCITY AT IMAx, 
U.t
u-i 
NASA PROJECT DUET DEUIL DHY ""3, RUM * 4. TaiPE I OF 2- 110 
SCAI * 14 FRAME $ 10,36 MNGLE 65.042 TO FRAMIE t 10350 AtALkE 9.660 CPITICML AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 1 21-2 
A xIMUM V - 11.0 




ANGLE 6 172.4 






4 62.6 6 a46.6 

























13 47.4 15 413.5 















25 26.7 0 











t), R, A DISPL~i' (I)ELr~i: ITY WI' IT9A, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 230 RlUN 1 4 TAPE I OF 2- 3110 
* SCAN 5 14 FRAME S 10236 ANGLE 6S.4A2 TO FPME S IO8O ANGLE 9.660 CRITICAL IIP AT CELL 6a 
OPTION * 22-1 
MAXIMUM V 10.0 
AVERAGE V - 1.4 153.8 
R 
ANGLE 




























































































UfAx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I • 5 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL DkH 2 3 ,, PUN # 4 ,H E I ,' ,- si 
s SCAN t 14 FRAME $ 1036 AIGLE 65.042 TO FPkllE * 10SO AIGLE 3.660 CRITIHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIOI 8 22-2 
IAXIMN U - 13.0 














































































































Umax, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I s 10 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DY, 2% PUN * 4 TAPE - CF -- 6110 
S SCAN 







-- ANGE 2 153.8172.4 









4 62.6 3 246.6 
S 61.3 7 265.1 
7 57.8 9 223.7 

























40.6 0 0 
IS 38.9 
19 37.1 , 
20 3S.4 
21 33.6 QAGLE 
22 31.9 
23 30.1 













1) IFAX, P, R DISPLA'' 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEIL EuriA A TAPEE I ) r - s10 
9 SCAN * 14 FRAME * 10236 ANGLE 65.042 TO FPAME 2 IOSSAC -N-',LE 9.660 CRITIC AL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION $ 31-2 
153.2 












3 63.3 5 22S.0 
45 62.661.3 6 246.6 6. 






















P< 1R 432.0469.1 















































AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-1 
I1AXIMUfl 36.0 





































11 23.7 12 363 
. 
12 26.4 13 3'?3.2 
13 27.1 141S. 402.422 .S 
14 28.9 p 16 442.1 
15 30.7 























ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST LEUIL ,iY, 2'-'3 RUN t -4 r-. -1 3­ 62
MNGLE 65.140, tCRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
 
s SCAN I 15 FRAME * 10850 AN4GLE 9.660 TO FPkME t 11421 





























































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEiJL 







t 4 THE t OP 2- S110 
Hr4LE 65.140 CPITIAL .AMP AT CELL 6 
PIAXIMN 
OPTION $ 12-1 
I - 6,0 












4 11.9 5246 


















11 23.7 12 363.5 


















41.1 ANGLE • 
22 42.8 c 
23 44.5 
24 46.2 

















NASA DuST DRUU tl, TPE 
$CAN 8 15 FRAME * 10850 ANGLE' "g.660 TO FPHHE t 114S1 ANGLE 6S.140 CRITICL AMP AT CELL 6a





PROJECT DEC IL T .4 Hr10 




.iELOCITY..AMP(3 - 102) 
Ii 
Ln 
NASA PROJECt DUST DEUIL DAY 233 RUN z * -
SCAN t 15 FRAME t 108 0 ANMGLE 9.660 TO FRAME t 1t481 AIIGLE 65.LO CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRHPIE 1 11210' TO 11228 
-WILE - 41.13 
rIt'Ir1UM AMP VALUE s 
156. 
tt4 







D , .3 ur, t' 4 rP ' ,F 2- SllONASA PROJECT DUST.DEVIL 
HNGLE 65.140 CPITI,:ML AMP AT CELL 62 a SCAN I15 FRAME t 10S50 AiNGLE 9.660 TO FRAME 11:43: 
OPTION * aI-I 
,IAXIMM U 10.0 















































20 39.3 ANGLE 

















V, R, A DISPLAY ')ELOCITY AT IMAX) 
u, 
-1 T lED110NASA PROJECT DUT DE 3IL DWY sa3 FUWYt 
SCAN * 15 FRAME t 10850 ANGLE 9.660 TO FPAME I 11481 A14ILE 65.140 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION $ 21-2 
MAXIMUM V 12.0 
AVERAGE 1. - 2.; 147.3 
ANGLE 




























































































NASA PROJECT. DUST DEt IL -







4 4 THDE I.,F Z­ -110 
HGLE 6E..140 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL' 62 







ANGLE I 147.3 
















6 14.9 7 265.3 

















































UtAX, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I * .5 
co 
NASA PROJECT rUZ.T rE,,IL 'HC2.:, PIN t 4 --t E . K',. :2- 6110FP -.
* SCAN S 1s FRAME t 10850 ANGLE 9,.660 TO FRAME -114?1 HrrLE 65.140 OCITICAL AMP "T CELL 62 
OPTION * 22-2 
MAXIMUN U - 12.0 
AVERAGE U - 1.5 147.3 
R 










4 11.9 6 245.6 
5 13.3 7 26S.3 
6 14.9 3 a34.3 
7 16.7 9 304.6 
8 18.4" 10 324.6 
9 20.a 1 343.9 









14 28.9 1 S 442.5 
is 30.7 16 4421 























U.Ax, P, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I " 10 
tn 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEk;iL D' £2D RUfl f 4 TAPE i F 3- '3110 
S SCAM 3 15 FRAME S 10850 ANGLE 9.660 TO FPAMIIE : 1:431 HrI4LE 65.140 CRITiCAL AMP AT CELL 68 
OPTION * 31-1 
147.3 

ANGLE 1 147.3 









5 13.3 6 245.6 
6 14.9 7 65.3 







to 21.9 11 343.9 
11 23.7 1 263.5 
L2 25.4 13 3e3.2 
13 27.1 14 402.S 
14 28.9 p 16 422.1 
15 30.7 16 442.1 























U ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
C3 
E- 6110NASA PROJECT DUST DEk IL DnY aBS RUN t 4 TH2E L OF 
x SCAN * is FRAME S Isse ANGLE 9.660 TO RHFIE S 114?1 ANGLE 65.140 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6 
OPTION t 31-2 
147.3 








4 11.9 6 226.6 
5 13.3 6 245.3 
6 14.9 7 86 3 
7 16.7 2304.6 
8 18.4 0 304.6 
9 20.2 10 324.2 
10 21.9 11 343.9 
11 23.7 12 363.c 
12 25.4 13 333.3 

































J * ImAX, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST LjEUIL D a, . Pli'l t 4 Tf,-PE I )F 2- 3110 
9 SCAN t 16 .FRAME t 11481 ANGLE 65.140 TO FPAME S 121e'Q AIGLE 9.718 CITICAL AMIP AT CELL 6a 
OPTION * 11-1 
MAXIMUM I 40.0 






































































ImAX, P, As DI FLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DR'' e3a' RUt -4 TH4E7.­ 611-
SCAN 8 16 FRAME 8 11451 A14GLE 65.140 TO FRAME ± 121o HkGLE S.718 CRITICL NIP AT CELL 62 
OPTION I 11-2 
'IAXIMLM1 56.0 
;VERAGE a 3.1 160.6 

























































IMx, P, A DISPLAY 
LA. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE-JIL D'Y 233 PULN t -4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
SCA * 16 FRAME S 11481 ANGLE 65.140 TO FRAME t I- O0 ,ANGLE 9.71S CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
MAXIMUm I s.e 






































































































i, R, A DISPLAY AT VELOCITY CELL 62 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEY.IL .1Dt'.' 2 "'2 PU l t 4 ^4PE C.F E­ e 110 
SCAN S 16 FRAME t 11481 ANGLE 65.140 TO ''FPHNE t 1RLOO mN(LE 9,718 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRMME * 11757 TO 11775 
Ali-ILE - 40.96 
164. 14A,IWJM AMP tHLUE - 53 
RADIUS 
8.4 
UELOCITV.A1P(3 - 102) 
'01 
164. 
NASA PROJECT DU'=:T De.: ,LW#, P1 4 T E ,.110 
SCAN * 16 FRAME t 11481 ANGLE 6.140 TO FRHE s 11o0 ANGLE 9.712 CRITICrL AMP AT CELL 62 
FrPHME t 11757 TO 11775 
4N )LE - 40.9r 
MA, 114L[M ,0P I'LUE = S3 
PADIUS 
UELOCITY..4MP,3 - 12' 
44A3. 
o" 
NASA PROJECT [DUS.T DE.'.L '-Y p$3._PUh t -4 TPE I C.F 2­ -I113 
I SCARf 8 16 FRAME * 11481 ANGLE 65.40 TO =P.IE t ±2100 AtOILE S.718 CITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 






































































K,R, A DISPLAY (QELOCITY AT IMAX) 
a,' 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DH',' 235 RU * 4 T-PE OiF Z­ 6110 
t SCA 16 FRAME S 11481 14GLE 65.140 TO FRhME $ 12100 N!GLE 9.712 CRITI:HL AMP AT CELL. 62 
OPTION S 21-2 
IAXIL41 V - 12.0 






























































U, R, A DISPLAY rUELOCITY AT IA×X 
00 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEQI . DAY 23 RUL It 4 PrbE 1 ,OF 2- 6110 
SCAN * 16 




MAXIMUM V - 12.0 
























7 58.3 S 111.0

8 56.4 10 	 32.0

9 54.7 11 	 348.3

10 53.0 12 	 36.1

11 51.2 Io 	 s6.7

12 49.5 14 	 40S.4





15 44.4 442.2 

























VmAX, R, A DIPLA7 AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD,AT I 5 
S NASA PROJECT DUST DE'V[L DH -- & FnR 4 THRE 1 OF -- 6110, 
s SCAN * 16 FRAME * 11481 H14GLE 65.1:0 TO FRAME 1210C MHIGLE 9.718 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 6 
OfTION 8 22-2 
IAXIMUM U 10.0 
4VERAGE .'J 1.4 160.0 
P 
ANGLE 2 178.9 
1 65.1 5.197.8 
2 64.6 4 216.6 
3 64.0 S 235.5 
4 63.0 6 2F4.4 
5 61.7 7 V3.3 









9 54.7 11 342.2 
10 53.0 12 36-7. 
11 51.2 12 336.6 
12 49.5 14 4%S.4 
13 -(7.8 15 424.3 
14 46.2 1 443.2 
























UmAx, P., A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I 10 
CD 
NASA PROJEGT DUST DEvIL DA,'.2FUN 1 4 T1,PE I OF 2- c110 
50* t 16 1 ANGLE S.140 .Tu FFmrIE t 12100 nNGLE 9-713 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62FRRAME 1481 










2 64.6 3 197.3 









6 60.0 * 273.3 
7 S8.3 292.2 
9 56.4 9 311.0 
9 54.7 10 321.9 
10 53.0 Ii 34:.S 
11 51.2 1 347,7 





























' 10.6 480.9 




E["YNASA PROJECT DUST DE:IL ., PUU 0 4 T PE ! ,OF 2- 6110 
s SCAN 8 WS FRAME $ 11481 ANGLE 65.140 TO FPAIIE t 12100 WN .LE 9.713 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 8 31-2 
S 160.0 
ANGLE1 65.1 1 2 160.0 178.9 
S64.6 3 197.9 
3 64.0 4 216.6 
4 63.0 5 23S.4 
5 61.7 254.4 
6 60. 273.3 
7 58.3 5 292.2 







11 51.2 12 267.7 
12 49.5 13 36.6 
13 47.8 14 40.4 




























U 2t Ihix, R, A DISPLAY 
-, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL D57 23c FU} 4 TNPE I ,P - 6110 
* SCAN 0 17 FRAME S tateI ANGLE" 9.718 T& FRf4ME * 12720 .4IGLE 65.0S4 'PITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * I11 
MAXIML I 42.0 
AVERAGE I 1.8 159.3 

























































, P. D L480.9 
INAX, P., fl DISPLAY 
UH t 4. THPE I 0- E- I1ONASA PROJECT DU T' DEk..L P t: 
ANLE 65.054 CRITICAL sMP AT CELL 62
SCAN 8 L7 FRAME * 12100 ANGLE ?.7!2 TO FRAE I ZS720 
OPTION * 11-2 
MAIMUM I 5o.e 
AVERAGE I - 3. 159.3 
IR 
1 159.3 
ANGLE 4 2 178.2 

































































I, x, R, A DISPLW4 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DHY 3S RU Ht 4, THPE : c r 2- e1i0 
£ SCAN 8 17 FRAME 8 12100 *4N'2LE 9.713 TO FPFAIE * IE720 HtlGLE 6S.04 CRITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
flAXxM)M a 6.0 
I'ERAGE I 0.1 
159,3 
ANGLE 
1 9.82 9.9 
3 18.5 




























15 30.3 i 424.2 p 16 44S.1 




























NASA PPOJECT DUST DEYIL DAY SZ: PUI $ 4 V !1 2­ 61.Y 
SCAN * 17 FRAME 12100i ANGLE 9.71S TO F0NME * ?ae AIGLE 65.OS4 CRITI,,L AMP AT CELL 62 
FOAME t 12 467 TO 12485 
Hi,';LE - 42.48 






NIASA PROJEOT DUST ',EIL DH'' 233 P-Uh * -, "rpE I 2-'"- E4 
SCAN S 17 FRAME ' 12100 ANGLE s9.718 TO FRIME' 3- 12720 . HNGLE 6t,054 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRWIE * £2467 TO ±a485 
HFIGLE - 42.4S 







NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL D'' 2S3: FUN F 4 TAPE I C'F 3- Esii 
t SCANI * 17 FRAME $ 1210 ANGLE 9.713 TyC FFAME I 12-E0 NGLE 65.054 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 21-1 
MAXIMUM V - 10.0 
AVERAGE V - 1.4 159.3 






















































































































4 TRPE . OF 2­ 6110) 
ANrLE 65.C5t CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
















































































9.8 " 480.9 
U, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT In x') 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL DAY 23Z 'PUN 4 4 'TqPE I QF E- 6110 
I SCAN * 17 FRAME 12100 ANGLE 9.718 TO FPAME t 12720 .&.NGLE 6.054 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6s 
OPTIONl1: 21 
MAXIMUIM V 12-0 
AVERAGE V 1.3 IsS.3 
I 's9.3 
ANGLE a 178.2 
t 98 3 197.2 
2 9.9 4 216.1 
3 11.5 S 23S.0 
4 11.5 6 a53.9 
S 12.9 7 272.9 
6 14.6 2 291.7 
7 16.2 9 310.7 
8 18.0 to 329.6 
9 19.8 11 343.5 




































M)mx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I 5S 
00 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 2,:!.3 PUN # 4 T.nE - E Ia1ue 
SCtAl 3 17 FRAME S 12100 ANGLE 9,7IE TO FPsME t- 12720 ANGLE 66.054 .PITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIONI S 22-2 
AXWIMUM U 12.0 
WERA E U 1.5 159.3 
ANGLE­
1 9.8 64.4 2 178.2 
3 10.S 4 216.1 
4 11.5 5 235.0 
6 14.6 272.3 
7 16.2 8 291.7 
818.0 310.7 
9 19.8 1 389.6 
10 21.S 12 34.4 
it 23.2 236. 
12 25.0 13 336.3 
13 26.8 14 405.2 
14 28.5 15I 484.2 
15 30.3 16 443.1 























tU~x, R, A .DISPLAY AMLITUDE THRESHOLD At I . 10 
co 
H0 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHY 2,S PUNl t 4 'HOE .1 cF 2- Ei1o 
s SCA4 * 17 FRAME * 12100 ANGLE 9.713 T', rFAHE v 12720 HNGLE 65.054 ,:PIrI"cL AMP AT CELL 62











3 10.5 4 216.t 
4 11.5 S 235.0 
5 12.9 6 253.9 
6 14.6 a7a.s 
7 16.2 B 291.7 
18.0 310.7 
9 19.8 to 329.6 
10 21.5 11 34.A 
11 23.2 i2 367.4 
12 25.0 14 236.3 



























31 S7.8 b 
32 59.6 
33 61.5 
34 63.3 P 
35 64.4 





NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL DA"Y 2.,1"Ui * 4 TAPE .-1 c 2- 9,31110 
* SCAN 1 17 FRAME S 12100 ANGLE 9.713 TO FRAME 2 12720 - HkIfLE 65.054 CPITrv?4L HMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 31-2

l I1 139.3 
P 
ANGLE 
1 9. 64.4 
22 1?s.3179.2 
2 9.9 4 216.1 
3 10.5 5 23S.0 
4 11.5 a853.9 
s 12.9 a72.8 
6 14.6 Z891.7 
7 16.2 9 310.7 
8 18.0 L' 3a9.6 
9 19.8 IL 34!.5 
10 21.5 12 367.4 
±1 23.2 13 386.3 
12 2s.0 14 405.a 
13 26.8 IS 424.2 
14 28.5 R 16 443.1 






















*, Ilx, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUET DEYIL TyH',' 23 -.' . RU r t 4 T,9'E I OF .:- 611 
SCAN 8 18 FRAME t 12720 ,If LE &S.0S4 TO FRHIE S 1336e -ahLE S.570 CPITI,:AL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 11-1 
MAXIMUM I 62.0 












































































IMAX, R DISPLA 
NASA PROJECT DUET D_;.L D,&Y ,?& Rt'L ' A TFPE .W ­Q-110 
I SCAN 18 FRAME t 12720 ANGLE 65.054 T:' FPAME t 133 0 AN4GLE 9.570 PITICRL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t i1-2 
MAXIMUM I 61.0 
AVERAGE I 3.5 159.1 
R 
ANGLE 1 159.1 
1 65.0 6.0 2 178.2 
2 64.8 3 197.3 
3 64.8 4 216,4 
4 63.2 5 23S.5 
5 sa.0 6 854.6 
6 60.4 7 273.7 
7 58.7 S 92.7 
8 56.8 g 311.E 
9 55.1 1' 330.9 
10 53.4 II 35k,.0 
11 51.6 la 369.1 
12 49.9 13 3U2.2 
13 48.2 14 407.3 
14 46.5 15 426.4 
1 44.8 ,16 445,S 






















ImAx, R, A DISPL Y 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IIL DPHY 23S PUIf 4 TAiPE 1 OF 2­ 6110 
* SCAN 8 18 FRAMIE 8 12720 ANIGLE 65.054 TO FPAIE S 13360 ANGLE 9.570 ;RITICAL AHP AT CELL 6e 











































14 46.5 p 16 445.5 























34 3S 11.5LO.1, 
36 1.8 
9.P 483.7 
I, R, A DISPLAY HT VELOCITY CELL 62 
co 
483. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL 






13360 ANGLE 9;S70 
FRNIIE t 
1,.O'F 2­ 6110 
CRITICAL AP AT CELL 
12959 TO 12978 
62 
.i!ICLE a 44.32 
i52. 14..:NJM 4MP 'HLUE * 61 
RADIUS 

'ELOC!TV..ARP(3 - 102) 
co 
-4 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL DAY 233 FUll t 4 T-PE I RF2­ 6110 
SCAN * 18 FRAME $ 12726 ANGLE 65.054 TO FRmME 1±3360 ANGLE 9.576 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FPHME 5 12959 TO 12978 
ANGLE - 44.82 
























imPE I OF E­ £110 
.570 CRITICAL HMP AT CELL 62 










































10 53.4 12 369.1 
11 51.6 13 388.a 
12 49.9 14 407.3 
13 48.2 15 426.4 
14 46.5 16 445. 


























36 9.8 9.8 483.7' 
U. R; A. DISPLH' (')ELOCITY AT InAx' 
co 
to 
NASA PROJECT .DUST DEYIL 

SCAN I 18 FRAME * 12720 ANGLE 65.ZS4 

OPTION 8 21-2 
MAxIMr, V - 55.0 





































DAr 238 IRlUk * '4 TOPE 1 OF 2- 6ilO 














































AT CELL 62 













4 216.43 64.2 S 235.54 63.2 6 254.6 
S 62.0 273.76 60.4 S 292." 7 58.7 














14 46.5 16 445.5 



























!),Ax, R, A DISPLAY AIL!ThDE THRESHOLD AT - S 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL DiN =13 RUN t 4 T" 0 E 1 CF Z- 1I10 



















































OPTION * 2-2 
V -160 























UmAx, R, A DISPLAY MPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT 1 10 
toh 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 28313 RUk * 4 TAPE I OF 2- 6110 
SCAN * 18 FRAME * 12720 ANGLE 65.k54 T,) FR,-E £33631 HtIGLE 1.570 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6a 
OPTION $ 31-1 
S 159.1 P 
p 
ANGLE 1 159.1 
S665.0 2 178.2 
2 64.8 3 197.3 
3 64.2 4 216.4 
4 63.2 5 23S.5 




7 58.7 3 9 
9. 
292.7 
8 56.8 9 31.8 
9 55.1 10 33@.9 
10 53.4 i 36g.o 
11 51.6 12 362.1 
12 49.9 13 383.2 
13 48.2 14 407.3 
14 46.5 , 15 426.4 
15 44.3 16 44S.5 





















U m , P, A DISPLAY 
2 
NASA PROJECT DUST 
SCAN I 1 FRAME 9 12720 











1. 2­ 6110 















6 60.4 8 292.7 
7 58.8 9 311.3 
8 9 56. 55.1 10 330.9I11 3. 0 












































3536 10.1 9.8 9.6 483.7 
L) Imx, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEI)IL DWI, 23$ rUH t 4 Tf4PE I OF E- 6110 
S SCAN S 19 FRAME * 13360 ANGLE 9.570 TW* FPAME * 13966 FiLE 65.060 CPITICAL "41P AT CELL 6a 
OPTION * 11-1 
IAXIMtJH I 39.8 
WERA E I 1.8 158.6 
ANLE1 p158.6 
AGLE 65.0 2- 177.7 
2 11.3 3 196.8 
2 11.3 4 215.9 
3 12.7 5 23S.1 
4 14.1 6 254.8 
5 15.8 7 274.3 









9 22.8 11 349.7 
10 24.6 12 368.8 
11 26.4 13 3S7.9 
12 28.1 14 407.4 
13 29.8 15 4U7.1 
14 31.6 p 16 449.a 






















ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
Un 
NASA PROJECT PLIST LEQIL ' ... PUrl t 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 611 
9 SCA 19 FRAME I 13360 ANGLE g.570 TO FFHME S 1396G AH!GLE 65.0Oe CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 9 11-2 





ANGLE  ., 
 a50.158.61 77 7 
a 11.35.3 196. 
3 12.7 
a i~i4 5 
215.9 
235.1 
4 14.1 6 2S4.1 
S 17.8 7 273.3

6 17.6 8 292.4 
7 19.4 8 
 G1.19 
 3 1g .S
 311.5 








 13 347,9 
13 29.8 
 14 47.1 
14 31.6 
 P 
 I 426.1 
15 33.3 
 16 445.4 
16 35.1 









































NASA PROJECT DUST DEIIL DAT' 23P RUfP It 4 THPE I C',F 2- 6110 
S SCAN * 19 FRAME 9 13360 - ANGLE 9.570 TO FPAIIE 1396 ,I4LE 65.@60 CRITIC"AL ANP AT CELL 62 









































































































































SCAN 8 19 
PROJECT DUST 









4 THPE 1 CF 57-E110 
ANGLE 65.060 CRITICL AMP AT CELL 











NASA,PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 238 RUl 4 4 T APE I OF 2­ -1,1O 
'SCAI a '19' FRAME t 13360 ANGLE 9.570'- TO' FRAME' 2 13966 AtIGLE 65.060 CRITICAL AMP'AT CELL 62 
FRAME * 13761 TO 13779 
ANGLE s 47.16 
MAXIMUM MP '.'ALUE * 58 
153. 
RADIJ$ 
UELOCITY..AMP(3 - 102) 
484. 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL rlY -,: RU t 4 TgPE i 2- 6110 
* SCAN # 19 FRANE * 13360 ANGLE 9.570 TO FRMIE 1 13366 ANGLE 6S.060 GPITICML AMP mT CELL 62 
ANGLE 

































OPTION 8 21-1 

FAXIMJ V - 13.0 












































































NASA PROJECT DU'ST DEYIL f AY 2%'UN.H 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 8110 
a SCAN # 19 FRAME * 13360 ANGLE 9.570 TO FPAPIE t 13966 HHGLE 65.060 CRITICAL MPAW T CELL 62 
OPTION * 21-2 
MAXIMUM' U 12.0 
































































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL DjHY 23S RUN t 4 TPE i QP 2- GI1O 
S SCAN * 19 FRAME t 13360 ANGLE 9.57 TO FRAME t 13966 fI4LE 65.060 CRITICAL 4MP mT CELL 62 
OPTIrONl S 22-1 
?IAXIUM U 15.0 
AUERAGE V 1.5 158.6 
R 
ANGLE 





2 11.3 4 21S.9 
3 12.7 S 235.1 
4 14.1 6 254. 
S 15.8 7 273.3 
6 17.6 S 292.4 
7 19.4 9 311S. 
8 21.1 10 330.6 
9 22.8 11 349.7 
10 24.6 12 369.8 
11 26.4 13 387. 

































UmNx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I 5 
N) 
0 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE:IL DAY 233 FLIM t 4 TAPE i OF.s- EILO 
S *cnl$ 19 'FRAME S 13360 - ANGLE 9.70 TO FFHME t 13966 ArkGLE 65.060 CRITIC4L AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIONt # 22-2 
MAXIMUM U - 15.0 
AVEPAGE V - 1.7 158.6 
ANGLE 
1 10.3 65.0 
I 158.6
2 1n.? 
2 11.3 3 196.8 
3 12.7 4 Z15.9 
4 14.1 S 235.1 
S 15.8 6 2S4.2 
6 17.6 273.3 
7 19.4 0 292.4 
a 21.1 311,5 
9 aa.a 10 330.6 
S24.6 11 349.7 
11 26.4 -12 362. 
12 28.1 13 3s7,. 
13 29.8 
14 31.6 R 
14 407.0' 
15 426.1 
15 33.3 16 445.2 



















S10.3 " 483.4 












13360 A.NGLE 9.S7C 
DHY c3,S 





THPE " OF 2- 6110 
65.060 CRITICL AMP AT CELL 62 




































































"I Imx, R, A DISPLAV L 
Ln
C) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE''IL DY,' 2: .Ut! It 4 r"c4,PE 'DF - li 
SCAN * 19 FRAME t 13360 AHNLE 9,570 TO FRMr'IE t 13966 -,IIGLE 6S.060 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 







































































































10.3 483.4 ' f 























TPE i , 2­ 3110 































7 57.a ^ 2.S 









11 5.3 13 1.1 
12 49.6 13 40.1 
13 47.0 14 42 .7 
14 45.2 I6 42.7 
1S 43.5 16 40.2 






















Imx, R, A DISPLAY 
a' 0 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL D Y "3'0 PUH f 4 QF 2- 6110 
a SCAN * 20 FRAME * 139 6 sNGLE 65.060 TO FRAME 2 14590 N-,LE ?_.444 ,PITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 11-2 
nAXIMUN I 65.0 
AVERAGE I 4.0 143.37P 
ANGLE 


































































































NASA PROJECT DUST DE 'IL ,' 2,3 RUH 4 4 TOPE I 'IF 2- GIlO 
I SCAN * 20 FRAME t 13966 ANGLE 65.060 TO FRME t 14599 mtihLE 2.444 CRITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 12-1 
MAXIMM I 22.0 
AVERAGE I 0.3 143.3 
P 
1 64.7 64.7 ANGLE1 2 
143.3 
163.1 
B 64.7 3 182.9 
3 64.4 4 202.8 
3 63.5 5 222.6 
4 62.3 6 242.4 
S 60.8 7 2P2.2 
6 59.1 2s2.e 
7 57.2 9 301.8 
8 55.5 10 321.6 
9 53.7 It 341,5 
1011 51.950.3 12 13 
361.3 
381.1 
12 48,6 14 400.9 
13 47.0 Is 4aO.7 
14 45.2 P 16 440.5 
























I, R, A DISPLAY AT ')ELOCITY CELL 62 
co 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEEUIL 







.­ .F - -,i.PE ,­ 2- -z o 
Mt4GLE ;.444 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAME t 14162 TO 14180 
62 
HrtGLE 4T .S6 










* NASA PROJECT DUST DE"IL 
5CA 8 0 FRAME * 13966 ANGLE 65.060 
DHY 238 RUN * 
TO FRAME S '14599 
4 TiPE , ,F - 6110 
ANGLE 9.444 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAME t 14162 TO 14180 
62 
fNGLE 48.56 
lH,'IUPl AMP UHLUE 4 8S 
154. 
RADIUS 




NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL,. DAY 238 .'RUN 4 TAPE I OF E- 6110 

a SCAN1 20' FRAME S 13966 ANGLE.6.060 TO FR4ME * 14599 AHGLE 9.444 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OP7tOn t 21'-1 
iAXIHU' V - 12.0 
VERACE, V - t.5 143.3 
p 
1 143.3 
ANGLE 2 163.1 
1 64.7 .64.7 3 182.9 
2 64.4 4 202.8 
3 63.5 5 222.6 
4 62.3 6 a a.4 
S 6'.8 7 262.2 
6 59.1 8 22.0 
7 57.2 9 301.8 
8 55.9 10 321.6 
9' 53.7 11 341.5 
10 51.9 12 361.3 
11 50.3 13 331.1 
12 48.6 14 400.9 
13 47.0 is 420.7 
14 45.2 16 440.5 






















U, R.. A. DISPLAY (')ELOCITY 'AT InAx) 
U, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL. DAY 23 RUN 4 4 TAPE 3 OF 2- 611


r SCAN , 20 FRAMiEt 13966 ANGLE 65.060 TO FRAME t 14599 ANGLE 9.444 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL, 62 
OPTION # 21-2 
rtAXIMUf V 13.0 


















































































U, R,. A DISPLAY (YELOCITY AT mAx) I 
QL 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL ,D i''238 RUN t 4 TAPE I OF 2- 610 
9 SCAN,,, 20. FRAME $ 13966-. ANGLE 65,.060 TO FRAME S 14599 ANGLE 9.444.. CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6? 
OPTIO4Y • 2-1, 
IAXIM V - 13.0 




1 64.7 64.7 
a3 isa.i182.9 
2 64.4 4 202.8

3 63.5 






















 1 31.1 
12 48.6 14 400.9 
13 47.0 15 420.7 
14 45.2 R 	 16 440.5
























VUtAx, R, A DISPLAY AMLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I .S 
Ln 
L, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DH'V 232 , Li 4 TAPE 1 nF 2- 110 






nsxnitn U 1-, 
AUERAGE V - 1.8 143.3 
R 
ANGLE 1 143.3 
1 64.7 64.7 2 163.1 
2 64.4 3 182.9 
3 63.5 4 202.8 
4 62.3 5 222.6 
5 60.8 6 242.4 
6 59.1 
' 262.2 
7 57.2 2 282.0 
8 5S.9 9 301.8 
9 53.7 121.6 
10 51.9 1 341.E 
11 50.3 12 361.3 
12 48.6 13 381.1 
13 47.0 
14 45.2 F 14 15 400.9 420.7 
15 43,.5 16 440. 

























NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL D V 23, PUNt: 1 4 ThPE 1 OF 2- 6!i 
i3966
* SCAI * 20 FRAME 1 A14GLE 65.0S0 TO FPME S 14S9 f-NGLE 9.444 CRITICML NMP AT CELL 62 

OPTION S 31-1 
143.3 

ANGLE I 14i.3 
1 64.7 64.7 a 163,1 
2 64.4 3 132.9 





5 6,8 6 242.4 
6 59.1 ?262.2 
7 57.2 a 232 
a ss.5 9 31318 
9 53.7 10 321.6 
l0 S1.9 i 341.5 
it 50.3 12 361.3 
12 48.6 13 331.1 






























V )K Iuax, R, A DISPLAY 
Ir1
Ul
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DAY 223 PUrf . .4 TAPE OF S- Elio


S SCAN 8 20 FRAME t 13966 ANGLE 65.060 TO FFHflE * 14599 ,MGLE 9.444 CPITICL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION f 31-2 
143.3 
R 
ANGLE 1 143.3 
1 64.7 64.7 2 163.1 
2 64.4 3 12.9 
3 63.5 4 02.8 
4 62.3 5 E22.6 
S 60.8 6 242.4 
6 59.1 7 262.2 
7 57.2 S 282.k, 
8 55.5 9 301.8 
9 53.7 10 321.6 
10 51.9 11 341.5 
11 £0.3 12 361.3 
12 48.6 13 36i.1 
1314 47.04S.2 P 1415 400.942-0 ,7 
15 43.5 1 44t1.S 



























NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DJ:(' I32 "UH * 4 THPE t OF a- ii1 
* SCM$ at FRAME 2 14599 ANGLE 9.444 TO FPAEIE 15S21 HtGLE 650 - CRITICAL AMP RT CELL 62 
OPTION 1 11-1 
iXIMJMI * 44.0 
































































































34 64.9 c 
10.2 484.0M 










NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL E£tY 233 PUI # 4 rAPE ! OF 2- 611 
SCAN 8 21 FRAME t 14599 ANGLE 9.444 TO FPME t 15210, ANGLE 65.012 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTION * 11-2 
MAXIMUIMI 71.0 
AtERAGE I 3.6 153.0 
R 
1 153.0 
AN.GLE 2 172.5 
1 ie.a 3 19a.0 
2 11.1 4 211.5 
3 12.3 5 230.3 
4 13,7 6 250.4 
5 5.4 7 269.9 
6 17.2 a 229.3 
7 19.0 9 30S.? 
8 20.7 10 328.3 
9 22.4 11 347., 
10 24.2 12 367.2 
11 26.6 13 386.7 
12 27.7 14 406.1 
13 29.4 15 425.6 
14 31,2 P 16 445.1 





























NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL DHY ,23e PUN T . TAiPE 1 OF E­ 6110 
I SCAN $ 21 FRAME t 14599 ANGLE 9.444 TO FRAME I IS210 .mqLE 65.012 CPITICHL HMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 12-1 
MAXIMUM I 61.0 
AVERAGE I 0.8 153.0 
R 
1 153.9 
ANGLE a 172.5 
1 10.2 64.9 3 192.0


2 11.1 4 211.5


3 12.3 5 230.9


4 13.7 a 250.4 
5 15.4 7 a69.9


6 17.2 S 89.3 
7 19.0 d 302.3 
8 20.7 1j 323.3 
9 22.4 11 347.7 
10 24.2 12 367. 
11 2S.0 13 3S6.7 
12 27.7 14 406.1 
13 29.4 15 4E..6 
14 31.2 P 16 445.1 


































10.2 4 8440 





NASA PROJECT DUST DEL'1L DHY "3. ' PUL 4 T PE CF 3­ 111 
SCAN * 21 FRAME t 14599 NGLE 9.444 .TC.' PiE * Z.2I , AW.GLE 65.012 CRLTICkL AMP AT CELL 62 
rP.ME t 15037 TO 1S0SS 
IHCLE * FO.25 










NASA PROJECT DUST DE',IL DP'.' 2 3S PIN * .1 T4 PE t Op" a­ 6110 
SCM s 21 FRAME S 14599 AIGLE '9.444 TO FFRME * i5210 AkGLE 6s.012 CRITICAL AMp AT CELL 62 
FRAME t 15037 TO 16055 
ANGLE 50e.2s 






NASA PROJECT DUST DE',,TL DaiV 23 PUR t 4 ThPE t 6P 2- 6110 
SCAN t#21 FRAME * 14599 ANGLE 2.444 T. FRAME :F1l ANGLE 65.012 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 6a


OPTION t 21-I 
MAXIMUM U 10.0 
AUERAGE U 1.4 1s3.0 
R 
1 10.2 64.9 
ANGLE 15I3.0 
2 172.5 
2 11.1 3 1i2.0 
3 12.3 4 230.5 
4 13.7 S 230.4 
5 15.4 6 25.4 
6 17.2 a 269.9 
7 19.8 289.3 
8 20.7 1 303.3 
9 22.4 10 327.3 
10 24.2 11 347.2 
11 26.0 12 367.2 
12 27.7 13 326.7 


































U, R, A DISPLAY (UELOCITY AT IMXJ 
ulI'0 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 

SCANI 821 FRAME 8 14599. A14GLE 

OPTION * 21-2 
IAXIU V - 14.0 
WERAGE V - 2.S 
AMGLE 




























DHY 23 RUN t 4 THPE i OF 2- 6110 















































21 43.4 ANGLE 
22 45.0 
23 46.8 











U, R, A DISPLAY W(ELOCITY jT i Ax) 
01 































10 24.2 12 367.2 


















2 - 41.7 

















Umx, R, A DISPLAY APLITUDE' THRESHOLD AT I • S 
Ln 
:NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DH,' istt 4 T-- I!F E -Y "IN 110 
SCAI * 21 FRAME t 14599 ANGLE 9.444 TO' FRAHE 8 i21u . WlIGLE 65.012 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION f 22-2-
MAXIMUM V - 15.0 
AVERAGE V - 1.813.0 
ANGLE a i64.s 
1 10.2 64.9 3 192.0 
a 11.t A 211.5 
3 12.3 S 230.9 
4 13.7 6 250.4 
5 15.4 E69.9 
6 17.2 239.3 
7 19.0 9 303.6 
8 20.7 iQ 328.3 
9 22.4 11 347.7 
10 24.2 1 367.2 
1i 26.0 13 :-36.7 
12 27.7 14 4V6.t 
13 29.4, P 15 425. 
14 31.2 16 445.i 



























NASA PROJECT DUST DE'}IL :114Y E.2, RUH f '4 'LP_ 1 W-i 




ANGLE1 10.2 84.9 a3 na.s192.0 
11t.i 4 211.S 
3 12.3 5 230.9 
4 13.7 6 259.4 
S 15.4 7 269.9 
6 17.2 3 289.3 
7 19.0 302.P 
8 20.7 10 328.3 
9 22.4 11 347.7 
10 24.2 12 267.2. 









14 31.2 16 445.1 























k) Imx, R, A DISPLAY 
I 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL ,'H 23: RUNt 4 TAiPE I ,_' 2- 6110 





























8 20.7 9 30.a 
9 22.4 1O 32.3 
19 24.2 11 347.7 
11 26.0 12 367.2 
12 27.7 13 336.7 
13 29.4 14 406.1 
14 31.2 R 16 4S.1 
Is 32.9 16 41 

























NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL 2 -HYS RU3 4 TPPE 1 ,F E­ 6110 
a SCAN s 22 FRAME S 15210 ANGLE 6G.012 TO FRAME I IFa8,3 kF,LE 9.404 GRITICNL MFIP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 11-1 
4AXIMUM I 48.0 
VERAGE I 1.9 f143.3 R 
1 143.3 
ANGLE 2 6a.s 
1 64.7 3 182.3 
2 64.4 4 201.3 
3 63.7 5 221.3 
4 62.6 6 240.8 
5 61.2 7 =60.3 
6 59.5 8 279.8 
7 57.8 9 299.3 
8 55.9 10 313.2 
9 54.2 1I 333.3 
10 52.4 IE 3S7.o 
11 50.7 13 377.3 
12 49.1 14 39 .8 
13 47.3 is 416.2 
14 45.6 P 16 435.8 


























NASA PROJECT DUST DE IIL DHY 238 PUN t '4 TAPE ' OF :­ e1iO­
$CAN * 22 FRAME * i5210 ANGLE 65.OI 'TO FRAME S 2583S C44GLE 9.404 ZPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 8 11-2 
MAXIPUMl I 52.0 
























































9.8 474.8 r l 
ImAx, 'R, A DISPLRY 
0n 
T.PE i ' P- &i11@NASA PROJECT DUST ,.E.TL t 'F"233 F'I i 4 
stlGLE 9.404 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62
S SCAN 2 22 FRAME ±52101 ANGLE 6S.a12 TO FPAME S 15e32 
OPTION S 12-1 
MAXIMUM I 39. 
AVERAGE I 0.3 143.3 
ANGLE 





2 64.4 45 201.8221.S 
3 63.7 5 24.3 
4 62.6 
_ 61.2 G . 
6 59.5 7. 
7 57.8 9299.3 
8 55. 318.? 
9 54.2 Ii 333) 
10 52.4 12 .Sh 
11 50.7 13 3"'.3 
12 49.1 14 ?36.8 
13 47.3 is 4i.3 
14 45.6 P Is 437.? 




























NASA PROJECT DIST DF.:IL DHY : Full 




JELOCITY .AMP(3 - 102) 
-1 ,pE I. ,;, 
h1LE 9.404 - CRITICAIL 
FRAME * 15383 TO 
oIGLE - 50-E 
['A., IU, AMP 1'LUE • 
2- G110 






NASP PROJECT DUST DE')IL ' '&I' 2 33 Pll T 4 r PE i C 2- 31! 
SCAN S 22 FRAME t 15210 ANGLE -3..012 TO FRHIIE t £5S33 AN(,LE 9.404 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME t 15383 TO 15401 
ANGLE - S.63 















SCAN S 22 FRAME * 















IE - F' 2­ 6110 






























































































NASA PPOJECT DUST DEVIL DA'y 238 RLIN # 4 TPE 1. 1r* 2- ,31et 
S SCAN 22 FRAME t 15210 ANGLE 65.012 TO FRPAE t 15833 tli'.LE ?.404 CRITI,:AL AMP AT CELL Q 
OPTION * 21-2 
MAXIMUM U - 14.0 
AVERAGE U - 2.3 143.3 
R 
ANGLE I 143-.3 
1 64.7 64.7 2 162.8 
2 64.4 3 182.3 
3 63.7 4 201.8 
4 62.6 S 221.3 
s 61.2 6 240.3 
6 59.5 260.3 
7 57.8 279.8 
8 ss.99 299.: 
9 54.2 t, 313.3 
10 52.4 Ll 333.3 
11 50.7 la 357.2 
12 49.1 13 377.3 
13 47.3 [4 396.S 
14 45.6 is 416.2 
15 43.9 16 43S.2 









































T1?E I OF 2- S110 
9.404 CRITICAL AMP MT CELL 6 
OPTION 8 22-1 
IAXIMUI U - 12.0 















































































.)mAx, R, A DISPLAY APLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I • 
NASA PROJECT DUST t'E')IL C,0Y 23d ti 4 4 TAPE 1 O - 6110 
2 SCAN * 22 FRAME 8 15210 AfIGLE 6.012 TO *FRiPIE $ 1533S AtIGLE g.4'4 CRITICAL ,AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # a2-2 
MAXIMUM V - 16.0 
143.3




ANGLE a47 152.8 
3 1t2.31 64.7 64.7 
4 201.82 64.4 







* 279.36 s9.5 
 










12 49.1 13 277,3 
IA 336.8 
14 45.6 R 15 416.3 









































UMAx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT 1 10 
Ln 
LA 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DHY 232 RUN 4 4 TPE I -"'F 2- 6110 
SCAN # 22 FRAME I ISa10 4NGLE 6..012 71" FRtME t 152S HGLE 9.404 CRITICHL AMP HT CELL 62






ANGLE 2 162. 
1 64.7 64.7 3 182.3 
2 64.4 4 202.2 
3 G3.? s 221.3 
4 62.6 s 240.8 
5 61.2 260.3 
6 59.5 8 279.8 
7 57.8 g 299.3 
8 S5.9 10 31..3 
9 54.2 11 33S,3 
10 52.4 12 357.2 
11 50.7 13 377.3 
12 49.1 14 3 6.3 
13 47.3 1S 416.3 
14 45.6 p 16 -3.1 




















35 9.9 9.8 4€74.8 
I p', A 9.8 sixtlx, DISPLAY 
tn
(31 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DRY 23, FUN t 4 qPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
* SCAN 22 FRAME S 1 021 ANGLE 65.012 TO FRkE 8 15838 ANGLE 9.40A CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 










3 63.7 5 221.3 
4 62.6 6 240.8 
6 61.2 7 260.3 






g 54.2 33S.? 
te 52.4 12 357.? 
11 50.7 13 377.3 
la 49.1 14 396.S 
13 47.3 15 416.3 
14 45.6 16 435.8 





















33 12.3 . 
34 l0.7 
3S 9.8 
9.3 474.8 C 
U * IMx, R, A DISPLAY E. 
LnWO 
00 
NASA PROJECT DUST rEVIL DAY ?32 RUN t 4 TAPE 1 OF 2- 6110 
8 SCA't 23' FRAME * 15838' ANGLE 9.404 TO FPAME S 16446 ANGLE 64.884 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL. 62, 
OPTION 8 11-1 
MAXImm I - 26.0 
AVERAGE I l.a 156.5 
R 
ANGLE ± 156.5 
a 175.71 10.1 64.7 




 6 252.35 15.0 
 7 272.06 16.8 291.3
7 18.6 1. 
a 20.3 9 310.6 
9 22.0 It 329.8 

10 23.8 11 346.3





13 29.0 14 406.9.
1 2.
4 3038 P, 1 426.1 
1S 30.5 16 445.416 34.3 

























Imx.,, R, A DISPLAY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHY 23". Rur t 4 TAPE t OF 2- 6110 
£ SCAN * 23 FRAME 3 15838 AIGLE 9.404 TO FRAME * 16446 HNGLE 64.834 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 











3 11.9 S 233.5 
4 13.4 6 252.8 
5 1s.0 7 272.0 















it 26.6 13 36.6 









Is 32.5 16 44.4 






















ImAX, R, A, DISPLAY 
(L1 
0 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DA 232c RUNI 4 THF I or 2- 611 
SCAN 9 i3 FRAME 8 15938 ANGLE 9.404 TO FPAfE t 16446 m4G.LE 64.SE4 CRITICAL 4MP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
m.XIfmum I 9.0 
AVERAGE I *.1 156.5 
1 
ANGLE 2 
' 10.2 84.7 3 
2 10.8 4 







6 16.8 ? 
7 18.6 9 
8 20.3 1;, 
9 22.0 11 
10 23.8 12 
11 25.6 13 
12 27.3 14 
13 29.0 15 
14 30.8 R 16 




































































NASA PROJECT [lU'ST 













CRITI.AL AMP AT CELL 
16312 TO 16331 
6a 
-. ,LE - 53.a9 
ise. MkIMur1 w'IP IE.'UE • 14 
S RADIUS 

VELOCITY. .AlP'3 - 102) 
Lii 
NASA PROJECT DUST 







RUN 4t 4 'THPE i .)F 2­ e1± ? 
t 16446 A14GLE 64.a84 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAME * 16312 TO 16331 
62 
ANGLE 53.29 
['TA,IUMN MP ALUE * 14 
RADIUS 
VELOCITY. .AMIP(3­ 102) 
483. 
Ln 
NASA PROJEGT DI'T DEUIL DkY 23 RUN * 4 TOPE I .F 2- .110 
SCAiI # 23 FRAME t S38 ANGLE 9.404 TO FPME * 16446 ANGLE 64.TZ4 CRITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 








AGL11 10.1 64.747> 23 175.719S.0 
2 10.8 4 214.3 
3 11.9 S 233.9 
4 13.4 252.8 
5 15.0 272.0 
6 16.8 8 291.3 

















































' R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT IMX? 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL [HY 233 ZUN # 4 TppE ! a- 611 
SCAN 8 23 FRAME t 1S38 ANGLE 9.404 TO FRWME t 16446 At4GLE 64.a84 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 21-2 
MfAXIMUM V - 13.0 


















6 16.8 7 272,1 
7 18.6 8 291.3 
8 2N.3 9 310.6 
9 22.0 16 229.T 












30.8 14 15 
406.9 
46.1 
15 32.5 16 445.4 






















U, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT IMAx) 
(.i1 
U.' 
.NASA PROJECT DUST DEQIL D"Y 232 RU'U t 4 TNPE OP 2- 6110 
x SCfh # 23 FRAME $ 15838 ANGLE 9.404 T- FPAME 2 16446 ANGLE 64.334 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPT"ION S 22-1 
IAXIUM - 13.0 
WERAGE V 1.3 156.S 
R 
I 156.5ANGLE 2 175.718.1 64.71 2 1.83 195.0 
3 11.9 4 214.3 
4 3.4 5 E.8 
s is.e 6 252.8 
272.06 16.8 
 
8 291.37 18.6 
9 310."8 20.3 
9 22.0 10 39.1 
10 23.8 12 349.1 
11 25.6 12 368.3 
12 27.3 13 387.6 
13 29.0 14 4t6.P 
15 426.114 30,8 
16 32.5 16 48.4 

























Vmx, R, A DISPLAY MPtLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I " S. 
Um~xR, A ISPLA 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DN' 22"1.3 PUN # 4 TPE 1 G,F 2­ 6110 
o SCA a 23 FRAME S 15838 ANGLE 9.404 TC FRAME $ 16446 4NGLE 64.SS4 C'RITICML AhP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 22-2 
IAXIMM U - 14.0 





















a 271.36 16.8 
 8 291.37 18.6
7 18.6 	 9 310.6




















































































Umnx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I * 10 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DWV 23 RUN t TAPE i OP 2- 6110 
±5338 FRAMlE 2 16446 wIGLE 6A.834 CRITICAL e.tP AT CELL 62
SCAN4 23 FRAME 1 ANGLE 9.404 TO 





ANGLE 2 175.7 
1 10.1 64.7 3 19S.0 
2 10.8 4 214.3 
3 11.9 5 233.5 
4 13.4 6 252.8 
S 15.0 7 272.0 
6 16.8 a 291.3 
7 18.6 9 310.6 
8 20.3 10 329.8 
9 22.0 I 349.1 
10 23.8 12 36Z.3 
11 25.6 13 3P?.6 
12 27.3 14 406.9 
13 29.0 
14 30.8 R 
IS 426.1 
16 445.4 



























SCAN # 23 FRAME t 
OPTION I 31-2 
ANGLE 
1 10.1 64.7 














































DUST DEVIL E'P\ 23a PIUH 4 TP E - ,'%; GlO 


















































10.1 ' 483.9 

CV , ImA, R, A DISPLAY 
' 
La 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL D'vy 23'3 RUri 4 4 TAPE 2 ;'F 2-29226 
SCAN * 24 FRAME t 16446 ANGLE 64.S34 TO FPkME S 17076 44NGLE 9.316 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION $ 11-1 
MAXIMUM I *I 31.0 
AOEPAGE I * .5 144.5 
R 
1 144.5 
ANGLE 2 164.2 
1 64.6 64.6 3 163.2 
2 64.6 4 a03.4 
3 64.0 5 223.1 
4 62.9 6 242.7 
5 61.5 7 262.3 
6 59.9 s 232.0 
7 58.2 9 301.6 
8 56.3 I, 321.2 
9 54.5 11 340.S 
19 52.2 12 360,S 
11 51.1 13 380.1 
12 49.3 14 299.7 
13 47.7 15 419.4 
14 46.9 16 429.0 
























MAX, R, A DISPLAY 
UD 
Cn 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL D Y 23.S PUN . 4 TiE 2 QF 2-29226 
I SCN 8 24 FRAME S 16446 ANGLE 64.384 TO FRP*E t 17e76 mH,.LE 9.316 CRITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 11-a 
lAXIMUM I 48.0 
WERAGE I 3.2 144.5 
R 
ANGLE 
1 64.6 64.6 2 
144.5 
164.2 
2 64.6 3 183.8 
3 64.0 4 223.1 

















4 . '15 
8 22.09 301.6 




13 3S0.7 14 379.7 
419.4 
14 46.0 16 439.0 
























Imx, R, A DISPLAY 
Ln 
01 
NASA PHOJECT DUST LE'.'iL [HY 23 3 RUN 4 TAPE 2 OF 2-29226 
£ SCAN t 24 FRAME S 16446 ANGLE 64.884 TO FRHME 17076 4tGLE 9.316 CRITICAL RMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 12-1 
MAXIMUM I 24.0 
AVERAGE I 0.3 144.5 
ANGLE1 64.6 64.6 I 2 
144.5 
164.2 
a 64.6 3 183.8 
3 64.0 4 203.4 
4 64.9 s 223.1 




2 56.3 301.6 
9 54.5 10 31.2 
10 52.s 11 360.5 
11 51.1 12 363.5 
12 49.3 13 339.7 




































SCAM * 24 
PROJECT DUST 









4 THE ?. R E-27226 
1h'LE 9.316 CRITICAL kMP AT CELL 

















NAS( PROJECT DU&T DEUTL tRY 3 R2r * 4 THPE 2 OF 2-5922_3 







M IUM AMP UiALUE - 48 




NASA PROJECT DUST DEb;TL Llw, C2-- PUH t 4 THPE 2R C'ir 2-29'22 
SCAN * 24 FRAIE * 16446 ANGLE 64.384 ?Q- FRAME t 17076 ANGLE 9.316 C0ITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 1-1 
MAXIMUM V - 8.0 
R'ERACE U - 1.4 144.SI R 

ANGLE 1 144.5 
1 64.6 64.6 a 164.2 
2 64.6 3 183.8 
3 64.0 4 203.4 
4 62.9 5 223.1 
s 61.s 6 242.7 
6 S9.9 262.3 
7 68.2 3 282.0 
8 56.3 9 301.6 







12 49.3 13 390.1 
13 47.7 14 
14 46.0 P 15 419.4 
15 44.3 16 439.g 





















U, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT IMAx) 
U,nu.' 
01 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEOIL D,Y 23"- 4 TrPE E ,r a-a a 
SCAN * 24 FRAME 2 16446 MI4GLE 64.884 TO FRAME ITA' tGLE
 9.316 CRITICAL 4MP AT CELL 62N 

OPTION # 21-2 
iAXIMM V - 10.0 
AVERAGE U - 2.2 144.5 
R 
1 144.5 
ANGLE 2 164.a 
1 64.6 64.6 3 183.8 
2 64.6 4 23.4 
3 64.0 5 223.1 
4 62.9 6 242.7 
5 61.5 7 262.3 
6 59.9 2a.0 
7 58.2 301.6 
8 56.3 10 321.2 
9 54.5 11 340.8 








14 46.0 P IS16 419,4439.0 


























NASA PROJECT DUST DE.IL DAY R.UN r 4 TAPE 2 OF 2-29226 
SCAI* 24 FRAME t 16446 ANGLE 64,884 TO FRAME S 17076 AtlIGLE 9.316 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6a 
OPTION S 22-1 
MAXIMJM U 10.0 































































28 21.6js 19.930 18.13 16 .3 
32 14.5 ' 
34 11.03 .9 , 
9.9 '47?8.3 




' NASA PROJECT DUST £'E1 IL [HY 2" Uh 4 Pk PE 2 -',F 2 --- 92 2 
* SCAN * 24 FRAME t 16446 ANGLE 64.3S4 TO FPAME t 1'07 At';LE 9.316 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 22-2 
AXIMmn U - 11.0 
AUERAGE V 1.6 144.5 
I 144.5 
ANGLE 2 164.2 
a 64.6 3 183.8 






5 61.5 6 262.3 
6 59.9 8 282.e 
7 58.2 9 301.6 
8 g 56.354.5 1010 321.234.? 
l 52.8 12 360.5 
11 51.1 13 380.1 
































35 9.9 c 
9.9 478.3 








NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAiV 23S FU t 4 T.P'E 2 OF E-2g226 
I SCAN * 24 FRAME t 16446 ANGLE 64.S84 TC, rFHME S 17076 NGLE 9.31.6 CPITICL AMP AT CELL 62 





ANGLE 1 144.5 
1 64.6 64.6 2 164.2 






















ie 52.81 1 1.1. 11Ia1 340.836 0 .C5 


































34 11,0 cl 
39.g9 47a.3 WC 
U 14 IAx, R, A DISPLAY 
LnLn 
;,o 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE,. IL DAY -,_):1 PUN t 4. TqPE 26 ", 2-29P 
SCAM 24 ' FRAME * 16446 -ANGLE 64. S4 TO FRPME,$ 1O76 4?'.LE 2.316 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 6


OPTION 8 31-2 
144.5 
R 
ANGLE I 144.5 


















7 58.2 2ea.. 











































9.9, 478.3 m 
I) Inx, R, A DISPLAY 
CD, 
T
NASA PROJECT DUST 'EQIL DH,' 23 prlU 4 a PE - 1'F E-ECS22 
S SCAN t 2S FRAME t 17076 AN4GLE 9.316 T0 FR.IE $17701 ANGl.LE 64.916 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t l1-1 
IAXIMUM 25a.0 










2 10.0 4 201.3 
3 I.6 c 220.6 
4 11.6 6 240.0 
5 13.0 259.3 
6 i4.7 278.7 
7 16.4 9 Z'j 
8 18.2 I 317.4 
9 19.9 It 336.7 
10 21.6 12 356.1 
11 23.4 13 375.4 
12 8s.1 14 3'4.S 
13 26.9 Is 414,1 





























NASA PPOJECT DUST DEITL D-Y -,3,- RI t 4 THPE 2 2F.­ 29226 
t SCAM t n FRAME S 17076 ANGLE .1.316 TV FRAME t 1701 ANGLE 64.916 COITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 11-2 
MAMXIMUMH I 48.0 













4 11.6 6 240.0 
S 13.0 a 
6 14.7 ?73.7 
7 16.4 9 29S.0 
8 18.2 10 317.4 
g 19.9 11 336.7 
10 21.6 12 356.1 
11 23.4 13 37.4 
12 25.1 14 394.3 
13 28.9 IS 414.1 
























36 64.6 9;. 452.9 
IMA, P, A DISPLAY 
C-' 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEOIL DHY RU I1 A FkPE 2 OF E-2?226 
S SCAN * 2S FRAME * 17076 FNGLE 9.316 T, FRAME $ 17%01 ANGLE 64.916 CRITICAL FirP AT CELL 62 
OPTION $ 12-1 
MAXIJMUM I 39.0 
AVER4GE I 0.3 143.2 
ANGLE 






2 10.0 4 201.3 
3 10.6 5 220.6 
4 116 6 240.0 
S 13.0 7259.3 
6 14.7 27s.? 
7 16.4 2 
a 1.2 10 317.4 
9 19.9 11 326.7 
1e 21.6 i 356.1 
11 23.4 13 ?7S.4 
12 25.1 14 3)4.i 
13 a6.9 iS 414.1 
































NASA PROJECT DUST 









.4 T['E"7 2 ! 
.-GLE 64.916 :PITIAL 
FRNE $ 17570 TO 
-2 




hLE ­ 54.97 









NASA PROJECT DtIST rDEVIL DHY 232 PUN t -i T4E - OF -
SCAN S 25 FRAME * 17076 ANGLE 9.316 TO FRH'IE S 17701 ANGLE 64.916 CPITICML AlP AT CELL 6E 
FRAIIE 1 17570 TO 17588 
AIGLE - 54.5 
MAXIMUM ArIP VALUE * 47 
.43. 
RADIUJ 








NASA PROJECT DUST DEY!IL DAY 233 PUN t 4 TOgPE 2 OF 2-29226 
9 SCAM-* ZS FRAME S 17076 ANGLE 9.316 TO FRAME $ 17701 ANGLE 64.916 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
opro" # 21-1 
MAXIMUM V - 55.0 
AVERAGE V - 2.7 143.2 
R 







3 10.6 s 220.6 
4 11.6 6 40.e 







8 18.2 10 317.4 
9 19.9 11 336.7 
10 21.6 12 256.1 
11 23.4 13 I•S.4 




































U, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY AT Imx) 
.n 
IASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 2 .t R-'H','LI t 4 T,'PE D OF 2-2326 
9 SC4AN 25 FRAME I 17076 AHGLE 9.316 TO FRAME I 1770.L .NGLE 64.916 ,PITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 21-2 
MAXIMUM V - 56.0 
AVERAGE V 3.5 143.2 
1 143.2 
ANGLE a 162.6 
1 9.s 64.63 11.9 









6 14.7 8 27F.7 
7 16.4 9 272.7 
99 19.219.9 1011 317.4336.7 
10 21.6 11 3S6.1 
11 23.4 13 375.4 
12 25.1 14 394.3 
13 26.9 1 414.1 

























36 64.6 9S4132.9 




NASA PROJECT DUST E:Ir.fEUIL A','_.I, 2,",3 UIN! t 4 TAPPF ,-', Z-2?226 
f SCN *2s FPRAME t 17076 ANGLE ;.sts TO FPAME .. lI01 Ali-ILE 64.916 CPITTCAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIONl * 22-1 
MAXIMM U - 12.0 


















6 14.7 3 273.7 
7 16.4 9 292.0 





















































NASA PROJECT DUST DEAIL DHS' 23 PUl' k A. Ti-PE 2 OF E-2_ 226 
, FRAME * 17076 ANGLE 9.316 TO FRAME X 1770 kNGLE 64.916 CPITICmL AMP AT CELL 62SCAN * BS 
 
OPTION t 2a-2 
MAXIUM V - 58.0 
AVERAGE V - 3.1 143.2 
P 
ANGLE 
1 9.5 64.6 
1a3 
143.2tsa.e161.9 
a 10.0 4 201.3 
3 10.6 s 220.6 
4 11.6 6 240.0 
S 13.0 7 259.3 
6 14.7 S 278.7 
7 16.4 9 298.0 
8 18.2 10 317.4 
9 19.9 11 336.7 
10 21.6 12 356.1 
1 23.4 13 375.4 
12 25.1 14 394.3 
























36 64.6 -9.5 452.9 
UmAx, R, A DISPLkiY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I 10 
0,kD 
NASH PROJECT DUST 'EIL DA ) aUH * 4 T'F.. 2 OFR -2922E 
2 SCAN 1 25 FRAME S 17076 ANGLE 9.316 T0 FRAME * 17-l NtGLE 64.916 CFITIC;L mMP AT CELL 62 












3 10.6 5 220.6 













9to 19.9a, 1II 3.336.7 
to 21.6 12 356.1 
11 23.4 12 375.4 
12 2S.1 14 394.3 
13 26.9 is 414.1 


















30 56.2 C"I 
31 58.0PD 





U ImAx, P, A DISPLAY 
I 
NASA PROJECT DUET DEUIL DHY 23S PUH * 4 TAPE 2 OF 2-29226 
SCAN8L25 FRAME • 17076 ANGLE 9.316 TO FRPmE Z 17701 NIGLE 64.916 CPITICL AMP NT CELL 62 












a 10.6t 4 201.3 
3 10.6 s 220.6 
4 11.6 6 240.0 
5 13.0 7 259.3 
6 14.7 8 272.7 
7 16.4 9 ans.o 
8 18.2 le 317.4 
9 19.9 11 236.7 
10 21.6 12 36.1 
11 23.4 13 S75.4 
12 26.1 14 394.8 
13 26.9 15 414.! 




























U *IMx, R, rA DISPLAY? 
U.' 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DA ,3,, RIJRN # 4 -A E OF 2-2g226 
S SCAN f 26 FRAME * 17701 ANGLE 64.916 TO FPAME t 18215 mNGLE .350 CRPITICHL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 8 11-1 
MAIMUM I s.0e 
AVERAGE I .0 148.3 


















6 58.6 266.7 
7 56.7 286.4 
8 55.0 9 306.1 
9 53.2 10 325.9 
10 51.5 11 345.6 
1Z 49.8 12 36S.s 






































Innx, R, A DISPLAY 
Cr 
S 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEIIL 





RUN f 4 
13315 ANGLE 
TAPE 2 OF 2-29226 
?.350 'PITICeL AMP AT CELL 
-
62 























5S.0 19 36.36.1 
9 53.2 10 345.6 
10 51.5 1 25.3 
11 49.8 12 365.3 
12 48.1 13 3S5.1 

































ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
Ln 
U-' 
DAY 838 RUM1 4 TAPE 2 OF' 2-29226NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL 
FRAIME t 1831 ANGLE 9.35&; CRITICALAnP"AT CELL 62'SCff # 26 FRAMEt.4" i7701 AGLE 64.91C TO 
OPTlON' 3' 12-1 
Ixinmu- I - e.0 
;UERAGE.' I - .2 148.3R 
ANGLE' A1 
1 64.8 64.8 
a 
2 64.1 4 
3 63.1 
4 61.9 6 
S 60'.3 
6, 58.6 8 
7 56.7 9 
8 S5.0 10 
9 53.2 11 
18ls.5 12 
11- 49.8 13 
12' 48.1 14 
13 46.S 15 
14 44.8 R 16 




















34 10. 1' 
1°.I" ,483.7 




















































NASA PPOJECT DUST DIFUIL DP, 232 RUH 4 4 
 CA2E.-3OW 
SCAN I 26 FRAME 1 17701 ANGLE 64.916 TO FPHME * 183±5 
 rtILE 9.350 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 

FRdE t 17S25 T% 17243 

AWiGLE - 54.?7 
142. 












SCAN 8 26 
PROJECT DUST 






FRPPE t 183iE 
4 -&,'E 2 -F - 2_ 
AN-ILE 9.350 CRIT(IAL AMP AT CELL 
PPHME * 1722 TO 17843 
62 
H 'LE 5S4,97 








NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DHV 233. ;UNSCAN * 26 FRAME * 17701 4 42- TAPE OF 2-2-22,ANGLE 64.916 TO FRAMIE 1'831 A,4GLE 3.30 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 6a 
OPTION * 21-1 





1 64.8 64.3 1 148.3 
2 64.1 2 168.0 
3 63.1 3 187.7 
4 61.9 4 207.5 
56 60.358.6 5 227.2 
G 246.S 
7 56.7 7 266.7 
8 55.0 S 286.4 
9 53.2 9 306.1 
10 51.5 1 S25.9 
11 49.8 11 345.6 
12 48.1 12 365.3 
13 46.S 13 3S5.1 
14 44.8 14 404,2 
19 43.1 R 15 424,5 
16 41.3 16 444.3 


























V, R, A DISPLAY (VELOCITY .AT Imx) 
.n 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEvIL 
 DAY 23S PI N t 4 TkPE 2 OF 2-29226 
S SCAM # as FRAME 3 17701 ANGLE 64.916 TO) FRAME I 1E315 AN;LE 9.3S0 COITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIO * 21-2 
MAXIPUM V - 12.0 










3 63.1 4 207.5 
45 61.960.3 5 227.2 
6 SE 6 S 
246.9 
266.7 











11 49.8 12 36S.3 
1213 48.146.6 1314 3Z.14N4.? 
14 44.8 15 44.5 
15 43.1 1C. 444.3 






















34 10.1 Mv 




NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 238 RUN t 4 TqPE 2 OF 2-29226 
-CAN s 26 FRAE I 17701 ANGLE 64.916 TO FRAME * 1S315 .IGLE 9.350 CRITICL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTIONt S 22-1 
MAXIMUM V - 13.8 
WUERAGE V 1.2 148.3 
ANGLE 1 148.3 
1 64.8 64.8 2 168.8 
2 64.1 3 187.7 
3 63.1 4 207.5 
4 61.9 5 227.2 
5 60.3 6 246.9 
6 58.6 7 266.7 
7 56.7 8 86.4 
8 55.0 9 306.1 
9 53.2 10 325.9 
1 51.5 11 345.6 
11 49.8 1 365.3 
12 48.1 13 385.1 
13 46.5 14 404.8 
14 44.8 p 15 424.5 
15 43.1 16 444.3 



















le. 1 4S3.7? -
VnAx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I 5S
I-L­
NASA PROJECT DUST DE,L 213"t UDAY 4 TPE O -=22 
SCAN 26 FRAME * 17701 ANGLE 64:916 TI:, FFAIIE I IS31. HNGLE 9.350 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION t 22-2 




I 64.8 64.8 1 148.3 
2 64.1 2 168.0 
3 63.1 3 187.7 
4 61.9 4 207.5 
5 60.3 s 227.2 
6 58.6 6 246.9 
7 58.7 7 266.7 
5s.0 c 286.4 
9 53.2 g 306.1 









13 46.5 1"1 1s.1 
14 44.8 R.1 
14 404.3 
424.c 





















'A,.. R,A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I * ie 
C 
I 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DH,' 23S RUN] 1 4 THnE 2 OF 2-29226 
SCAN $ 26 FRAMlE * 17701 414GLE 64.916 TO FRAME t 13315 HNhiLE S.350 CRITICML kMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 31-1 
148.3 
ANGLE 1 148.3 
64.864.1 64.S 23 168.0187.7 
- 63.1 4 207.5 
4 81.9 5 227.2 
5 68.3 G 246.9 
6 58.6 7 266.7 









10 51.5 11 345.6 
11 49.8 Ia 365-1 
12 48.1 13 385.1 


































V ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
co 
H 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEli IL DAY 2:!",-2?226 FLM 4 TAPE 2SCAS h 26 FRAME 8 17701 ANGLE S4.916 TO FPAME r t I315 ANGLE 9.3.) CRITICAL HVP AT CELL 62 


















































































U * INAx, tA, DISPLAY 
Co10 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYIL DRHY 2 3. RLIt t 4 T PZ ' OF 2-29226S SCA f527 FRAME S 18315 AU1GLE 9.350 TO FQ;.41E * 132950 AtIGLE 64.9E6 CPITICAL m.IP AT CELL £2 
OPTION 1 11-1 
MXIMU, I 23.0 
AVERAGE I 1.6 143.2 
AtIGLE 







































12 24.7 13 363.S 
13 26.4 14 327.6 
14 28.2 R 15 406.4 




















32 59.3 C7 
33 61.2 
34 63.0 
3536 64.464.7 54 1.54 a 8s 
IMx, R, A DISPLAY 
coU, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DF[,TL D4/ a:- PUN t 4 TiPE 2 OF 2-2g S6S SCAN 27 FRAME * 18315 ANGLE -*.35O Tr- FRAME I ±2950 41GLE 64.956 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 6a 

OPTION * 11-2 
?AYIMUN I ,43.0 

























































IMAX, P, H DISPLAY 
co 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEYLL 
 DHY 23 RUiH it 4 T4PE 2 fl.r =-2g226 

$ SCAN t 27 FRAME t 18315 MNGLE 9.350 TO FRAME * ±?9S0 mTI'GE 64.9S6 CPITICAL MP AT CELL 62 

OPTION * 12-1 
'IAXIUM T - 6.0 






































 9 10 93.6 312.4 
10 21.2 11 331.2 
11 22.9 12 360.0






















































NASA PPOJECT DUST EQliL DHY" _, PUH -t 4 "fl-FE ., 'ZR 2---22a 
SCAN * 27 FRAME * 18315 AtNGLE' 9.3SO -TO FRHME 1±3950 ANGLE 64.9S6 CRITIl:AL ,AMP AT CELL 62 
F'OAE S IEZ27 TO 18345 
,.4.,LtE - 5F.9g6 











NASA PROJECT DUST 









4 THRE 2 OF -2 3% 
ANGLE 64.956 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRAfIE t 1827 TO 1884S 
62 
ANGLE - 55.s6 










NASA PROJECT DUST DEYlL D'4Y 238 RUIIH t 4 TPE 2 0 E-2"226 
t SCAN S 27 FRAME t 12315 ANGLE 9'.30 TO CPAME S !S990c 4N.LE 64.956 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTION s a1-I 
MAXIMUM V - 55.0 
AVERAGE - 2.6 143.2 
R 
ANGLE 1 143.2 
1 g.5 64.7 2 162.0 
a3 9.910.4 
34 180.8199.6 
4 11.4 5 218.4 
S 12.3 6 237.2 
6 14.2 256.0 
7 16.0 274.2 
8 17.7 9 293.6 
9 19.5 10) 312.4 
10 21.2 11 331.8 
11 22.9 12 3.0 
12 24.7 13 362. 
1314 26.423.2 14 28.215 R16.sa 
14 3Z7.6 
406.4 
Is 30.0 16 429.2 













27 se.s 0 

















NASA PROJECT DUST DE'IL 
 ,A', 233 RUL t 4 PE 2 OF 2-29226 $SCAN * 7 FRAME * 18315 ANGLE 9.350 TO FPME t 1890 'ANLE 64.256 ,:ITICAL AMP T CELL 62 
OPTION t 21-2 
M1AXIM VU 57.0 
AVERAGE V - 3.5 
ANGLE 





















































































NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DAY 233 PUN­ * 4 TAPE 2 OF 2-29-26 
SCAN * 27 FRAME * 18315 ANGLE -9.350 TO FPHME I 18950 ANGLE 64.9S6 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
.OPTION * 22-1 
IAXIM(J U 4.0 




1 9.5 64.7 
a 9.9 a 162.0 
3 180.83 10.4 








7 16.0 8 274.8 




 10 312.4 
10 21.2 	 11 331.2 
1. 22.912 24.7 	 le± 350.0 
10 368.3 






I5 30.8 R 16 425.2 




20 38.721 40.4 ANGLE 


















VMx, R, A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT * S 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE;'IL,.'; 23_ Fur * 4 T 4PE 2 )P S-29226 
t SCA 27 FRAME t 1S315 AN,LE 9.230 TO FRHME t I SO 4.LE 64.956 CRITICL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 22-2 
MAXIMUM V - 58.0 
AVERAGE U - 2.9 143.2 
ANGLE 1 143.2 
1 9.S 64.7 2 162.0 
a 9.9 3 180.8 
3 10.4 4 199.6 
4 11.4 6 218.4 
9 12.8 6 237.2 
6 14.2 256.0 
7 16.0 8 274.S 
S17.7 9 293.6 
9 19.5 10 312.4 









































V MX, R, A DISPLAY APIPLITUDE THRESHOLD A"TI 10 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DiY -3 UN'I t 4 TAPE 2 )F -!292,-

s SCAN t 27 FRAME S 1831S ANGLE 9.350 TO FFAFIE * 1's95 sNGLE 64.956 CRITIC mL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION # 31-1 
143.2 















































30.0 16 16 
46.4 
45.2A 






















3J* flAx, R, A DISPLRY 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEA L ['AY 238 RUN 4 TAPE 2 OP 2-2922e
* SCAN # 27 FRAME 1 18315 ANGLE 
 9.350 TO FP,PIE t 
1t9SO rtAiLE 64.956 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 

























































































NASA PROJECT DUST DE;IL D WY 2.3 RLIN 1- 4 THPE 2 OF 2-29226 
* SCsn * -8 FRAME * 18950 INGLE 64.256 
 TO FRAME 8 1.553 HGLE 7.326 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62


OPTION * 11-1 
MfAXIMUH " - 27.0 
AVERAGE 0.9 157.6 
R 
ANGLE 1 157.6 
1 64.9 64.9 2 176.9 
2 64.3 3 196.Z 
3 63.4 4 234.9 
4 62.2 6 234.9 









8 55.4 19 312.2 
9 53.7 10 331.5 
10 52.0 11 35.3 
11 50.2 12 30.1 















21 33.0 ANGLE 
22 31.3 
23 29.5 











ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 
Ln 
NASA PROJEOT DUST DEJIL . E.. z' RU 4 4 '-HPE 2 CIF -a aaS CAN S 8 FRAME a 18950 ANGLE 64.956 TO FRAME • 19C=e flr4LE 9.326 CPITICNL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIZON t 11-2 
MAXIMLM 47.0 















6 254.27 273.5 




53.7 9 312.2331.5 
10 52.0 3so.3 
































IrA, R, A DISPLAY 
u1 
ul 
NASA PROJECT DUST DLUIL DHY 233 RU41 * 4 TAPE RQF'F-3-29226 
SCAN * 28 FRAME t 18950 ANGLE 64.9S6 TO FPAME t 195F? MNCLE 9,326 CF.ITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 8 12-1 
MAXIMM I 10.0 
AVERAGE I 0.0 1,7.6 
R 
ANGLE I 157.6 
1 64.9 64,9 2 176.9 
2 64.3 3 196.2 
3 63.4 4 215.5 
4 s2.2 5 234.9 
5 60.7 6 254.2 
6 59.e 7 273.5 
7 57.2 S 292.2 
8 55.4 9 312.2 
9 53.7 1 331.s 
1 52.050.2 1112 3s0:2371.1 





































NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DH:Y 23. PUll ; .4 "p 2 ,F 
SCAN $ 28 FRAME t 189SO A1GLE 64.956 TO FRAME t 1Sg 58 HIPGLE 9.326 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FPIiE t 19046 TO 190.64 
"1;6LE - 57.14 







NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL DOY 238 RUN * 4 TRPE 2 OF F-7,PG 
SCAN * FRAME s 18950 ANGLE 64.956 TO FRAME t 19558 ANGLE 9.326 CRITICAL AIMP AT CELL 62ts 

FRAME t 19046 TO 19064 
WrGLE - 57.14 
M#4XIM'IM AMP vALUE - 1 
t63. 
PHDIIJS 
VELOCITY..iMP(3 - 102) 
484. 
L, 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL Dh' 22 RUN * 4 TH 'E 2 -F 2-24226 
S SCAft 28 FRAME * 1895 ? ANGLE 64.95 Tr, FRME * 1955S A1IGLE 52.32 CPITCNL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 21-I 
leXIMUM V 7.0 
WVERAGE V 1.2 157.6 
R 
ANGLE 1 157.6 
I 64.9 64.9 2 176.9 
a 64.3 3 196.2 
3 63.4 4 215.S 
4 62.2 S 234.9 
5 60.7 6 254.2 
6 59.0 . 273.­
7 57.2 8 292.8 
8 95.4 1 312.2 
9 53.7 10 331.S 
10 52.0 11 35e.s 
11 s.2 12 370.1 


























29 18.9 A 
30 17.1 c: 
31 15.3 
3233 13.611.8 .­
34 10.3 MP 
3s 9.5 
9.5 466.7 




NASA PROJECT DUST DE'-IL DHY, 23'
* 
pll t 4 7PE 2 OF a-2saSCAN Is as FRAME * 1895 ANI.LE 64. 956 TO FRIIE r* 1955 iU'LE 3.326 CPITICAL AMP -AT CELL 62 
OPTION * 21-2 
MAXIMM V - 55.0 
































































































V, R, A DISPLAY (IELOCTTY AT Ix., 
C)
c) 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DH'Y 2-2 cU I t 4 TAPE 2 OF 2-29226 
- $SCA" # 28 FRAME * 18950 ANGLE 64.956 TO FRAME I 19.5S mNGLE 9.326 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62

OPTION # 22-1 
MAXIIJM V 5.0 




































It 50.2 12 370.1 



































NASA PROJEOT DUST LEQIL 
 D' , 2" Ru t THPE 2 OP 2SCAN I 28 FRAME 9 18950 AMII'LE 64.956 T0 FRAME a 19,5,  t4'LE 9.326 CRITIC.L APT CELL 62


OPTION t 22-2 
IAXIMM 11.0 


























































































" '9.5" 466.7 




NASA PROJECT DUST DEvIL DRY 4 TAPE 2HI')Ur k 
S SCAN * 28 FRAME S 1895e A4NGLE 64.956 T: FRAME 2 19PSSS *',.LE 9.326 CRITICAL MP AT CELL 62 




1 64.9 64.9 
I117.6 
2 176.9 
2 64.3 3 196.2 
3 63.4 4 21S.5 
4 62.2 S 234.9 
5 60.7 6 254.2 
6 59.0 . 273.5 
7 57.2 3 9a.3 









11 58.2 1 37.1 
12 48.5 13 3894 
13 46.8 ;4 40 
14 45.2 15 42.11 





















9.5 . 466.7 
U * Isx, R, A 1DISPLAY 
NASA'PROJECT DUST DEVIL DsY 23S . PUN t 4 T'sPE 2 OF 2-29 226. 
* sc. I 28 FRAME * 18950 AIIGLE 64.956 TO FRAME 1$9S58 4IGLE 1.326 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTIOfi # 31-2 
157.6 
R -
Ar4GLE 1 157.6 
164.9 64.9 2 176.9 
2 64.3 3 196.2 
3 63.4 4 215.5 
4 U.a 5 234.9 
S 60.7 6 254.2 
6 59.0 7 273.5 
7 57.2 892.8 
8 55.4 9 312.2 
9 53.7 10 331.! 
10 52.0 IL 3<o.S 
11 5,.2 12 270.! 
12 48.S 13 329.4 
































V t IMx, R, A DISPLAY 
TE'JILNASA PROJECT DUST , .3 PU 4 4 THE 2 OF R-2z' 
S * 29 19558 ANGLE 9.326 .TO FPRMICE Z 20191 ANGLE E5,.030 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62CAN FRAME t 

OPTIONf 9 11-1 
'lSXIMLM 20.0 










































































































NASA PROJECT DUST D 'FlL.R-t Y THpE I JR 2-2E22,6 
S CM 8 29 FRAME S 19658 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRAME I 2I91 NGLE 65.030 CRITIC L AMP HT CELL 62


OPTION S 11-2 
MAXIMUM I 64.0 
AVERAGE I 2.6 145.1 
R 
ANGLE 1 145.1 
1 9.9 '94.7 2 164.9 
a 10.2 3 184.7 
3 11.1 4 a04.5 
4 12.4 5 224.2 
S 13.9 6 244.0 
6 15.5 a63.8 
7 17.3 233.6 
8 19.1 9 303.3 
9 20.2 10 323.1 
t0 2.5 11 242.9 
11 24.2 12 362.7 
12 26.0 13 382.4 
13 27.9 





15 31.3 16 441.2 




















9 a 481.3 
INAX, F, A DISPLAY 
R U3.NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL Lf 4 THPE 2 CF E-2226 
I SCAN 8 29 FRAME I 195SE HN,'L 9.326 TO - FRAME t 201q, :-,N2LE 85.030 CRITICAL ,.M AT CELL 62 
OPTION $ 12-1 
1AXIMU I - 3.0 
V.ERAGE I 0.0 145.1 
R 







3 11.1 4 204.S 
4 12.4 5 224.2 































i5 31.3 16 44 5 























I. D.YISPLAY AT UELOC:ITY CELL F2 
NASA PROJECT DUST DE'tIL ' D'' ,33S-1E_32.UI t I rAPE 2 ,, 
SCAN t 29 FRAME S. 1955S AnGLE 9:?26 TO FPMHE t 2 11 AtiGLE 65.090 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
FRAME x I90a TO 199ae 
HNGLE * 40.04 
ri,"IrIUi .MP U-LUE - 64 
143. 
PHDI 5 




INASA PROJECT DUST 




*TC FRmHNE * 
Prl t. 
20191 
4 THPE 2 (- 2-EP.E-
AHGLE 65.036 CRITICAL AMP AT CELL 
FRA IE 19902 TO 19920 
62 
ShGLE " 40.e4 







NASA PROJECT DUST DEUIL 23' L * -4 Thk PE 2 F 2- ---5DHY FUH 
S SCAI * 29 FRAME S 19558 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRAMIE t 20191 A,,,LE 6S.0c CRITIC',L AMP M4T CELL 62 
OPTION * 21-1 
MAXIMUM U s 3. 
AERAGE - 1.2 145,1 
ANGLE 145. -
1 9.8 04.7 2 164.9 
a 10.a 3 184.7 
3 11.1 4 204.5 
4 l2.4 5 224.2 
S 13. 6 244.0 
6 15.5 263.2 
7 17.3 a 283.6 
a 19.1 9 303.: 
9 20.8 10 3 3.1 
10 22.S 11 342.9 
11 24.2 12 362.7 
12 a6.0 13 332.4 
13 27.9 14 402.2 
14 29.6 p 15 422.0 
15 31.3 16 441.8 





















U, R, A DISPLAY (UELOCITY HT IMAX 
NASA PROJEC'T DUST DEk'IL DAY 23E.3 LIH -4 TRIPE 2 OF -- 2?22 
s $CAN 1 29 FRAME ±9558
1 ANGLE 9.326 T. FPAME t 201L Ar.LE 65.030 CPITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION". 21-2 
MAXIMM U - 6.0 
AVERAGE V 2.1 145.1 
R 
ANGLE 145.1 
1 9.8 84.7 2 164.9 
23 1.211.1 34 184.7204.5 










a 19.1 9 303.3 
9 20.5 10 323.1 
10 22.5 11 342.q 
11 24.2 la 362.7 
12 26.0 13 322.4 
13 27.9 14 402.2 
14 29.6 15 42.0 
15 '31.3 16 441.? 

























IR, A DISPLAY .WELOCITY AT. Imx) ' 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL' DAY 23s PuI' * 4 TkPE 2 OF 2-29226 
-SCAN 8 29 FRAME S 19558 ANGLE 9.326 TO . FRME 2 0@191 ANGLE 6..030 (ITI,:AL mMP AT CELL sa 
OPTION 8 22-1 
MAXIMUM V - 4.0 




ANiGLE *1 145.1 









6 15.5 7 263.8


7 17.3 2 283.6 
B 19.1 ' 303.3 
9 20.8 10 323.1 
10 22.5 11 342.9 
11 24.a 1a 362.7 
12 26.0 13 382.4 
13 27.9 14 402.2 
14 29.6 F 1$ 422.0 
16 33.0 




































NASA PROJECT DUST DEIJIL DAY G33 RUN .4 TAPE 2 OF 2-29226
sCAf, S 29 FRAMfE 8 19558 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRAME t 2001 MtlgLE 65.030 COITICAL AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION S 22-2 
MAXIMUM I 6.0 










3 11.1 4 24.5 
4 18.4 5 224.a 





















































mUx. R... A DISPLAY AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD AT I • 10 
1-dU 
NASA PROJECT DUST DEVIL DHtY 23?. RUM 4 4 TPE c-OP 2-29226 
SCM 29 FRAME S 19553 ANGLE 9.326 TO FRAME * 20191 HtGLE 65.030 CRITI'AL API? AT CELL 62






ANGLE -1 14.9 
1 9.8 64.7 3 164.7 









5 13.8 6 244.0 









9 20.8 10 323.1 
l10 22.5 .1 342.9 
It 24.2 12 362.4 









Is 31.3 16 441.8 





















U ImAx, R, A DISPLAY 1 
NASA PROJECT DUST DLVIL DAY 2:3 RUN * 4 TRPE 2 OF 2-292265 
SCANIfs FRAiE t 19553 ANGLE 9.326 TO FPAME t 20191 ANGLE 65.030 CPITIC4L AMP AT CELL 62 
OPTION 8 31-2 
149.1 R 
1 R145.1 
ANGLE 2 164:9 
1 . 
2 ±o.2 
64.7 3 184.7 
4 204.5 
3 11.1 5 224.2 
4 12.4 6 244.0 
5 13.8 7 263.8 
6 15.5 2 283.6 
7 17.3 9 303.3 
8 19.1 10 323.1 
9 20.8 11 342.9 
10 22.5 12 362.7 
11 24.2 13 332.4 
12 2a.0 14 402.2 
13 27.9 15 422.0 


























V IAx, R, A DISPLAY 
F~,
oH0.­
